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The context for the modern military chaplain differs from most congregational 
ministries and contains certain uncommon complexities.  These complexities, in part, are 
the result of First Amendment court cases and related lawsuits, being under the authority 
of a secular military organization, and accentuated by societal alterations.  The public 
debate on religion and religious activity in the military, a number of First Amendment 
lawsuits challenging government chaplaincy, and the increasing secularization of 
American society create a distinct ministerial environment with numerous pitfalls.  These 
factors result in requirements for a military chaplain to care for all persons regardless of 
faith, and to ensure the religious freedom of all service members including non-Christian 
faith groups.   
 This project is a training module for new Christian chaplains entering the military.  
The guide may have application for other chaplains, though the theology, traditions, and 
Scriptures are thoroughly Christian.  The guide instructs on the current environment of 
military chaplains and on the legal constraints from contemporary interpretations of the 
First Amendment’s religious clauses.  Most chaplains adapt well to these ministry 
complexities over time.  The project aims to speed the adaptation by better preparing new 
chaplains for the contextual changes and enable a greater understanding of the many 
dynamics affecting this particular form of ministry.  This information will assist new 
military chaplains to avert destructive results, learn the distinct environment faster, and 
allow their vital ministry to flourish.  The training module is in a pilot program phase to 
improve the presentation, text, and other factors.  The training curriculum will be offered 
to any new chaplain’s Endorsing Agent and other interested parties upon conclusion of 
the pilot. 
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By patient, sympathetic labors with the crew, day in, day out, and through many a 
night, every chaplain I know contributed immeasurably to the moral courage of 
our fighting men. . . . It is for that toil, in the cause both of God and country, that I 
honor the chaplain most. 
–Fleet Admiral Chester A. Nimitz,  
The Military Chaplaincy; A Report to the President, 1950 
 
The United States military chaplaincy is a distinct ministry subset within the 
greater constellation of ordained Christian ministry.  Chaplains meet the religious needs 
of military members and their families wherever U.S. forces are; yet their capability, 
reach, and ministry goes far beyond worship services and Bible studies.
1
  A chaplain’s 
unique calling is an ingenious yet challenging tri-fold combination of being a 
government-hired professional, who is also a commissioned staff officer and 
simultaneously endorsed by a qualified religious organization.
2
  The Department of 
Defense sets the standards with the Army, Navy, and Air Force implementing these 
standards to recruit, train and staff to each service’s requirements.
3
  As a Navy chaplain, 
God blessed me with the privilege of providing for the religious and personal needs of 
service members around the world and in war zones.  A couple of my more recent 
leadership roles include supervising and preparing Marine battalion ministry teams for 
                                                          
1
 U.S. Department of Defense, Appointment of Chaplains for the Military Departments, 




 President’s Committee on Religion and Welfare in the Armed Forces, “The Military Chaplaincy: 
A Report to the President,” (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Publishing Office, October 1, 1950), 3. 
 
3
 U.S. Department of Defense, Guidance for the Appointment of Chaplains for the Military 
Departments, Department of Defense Instruction 1304.28, change 3 (Washington, DC: Under Secretary of 
Defense for Personnel and Readiness, March 20, 2014), 1. 
 
3 
ground combat deployments in one billet, and manning and training all ministry teams 
assigned to Pacific submarine forces in another billet.   
The military chaplaincy is under pressure from many forces.  These forces include 
the federal legislative branch, the judiciary, individual faith groups, and society.  
Alongside these forces, chaplains must function “under a complex matrix of overlapping 
laws and regulations . . . the U.S. constitutional, U.S. statutory law, Department of 
Defense and military service regulations, and respective ecclesiastical endorsing agency 
religious law.”
4
  None of many forces influencing chaplaincy are in complete agreement 
as to what military chaplaincy should look like.  While the future appears secure now, the 
path to achieve that security means certain limitations on all military chaplains.  These 
limits may change in time though the decision-making power is not in the chaplain’s 
hands.   
Some limitations derive from the military rules on all service members and the 
chaplain as a government employee.  Another limitation comes in response to societal 
changes.  A shift occurred in the American religious scene, which became increasingly 
fragmented and pluralistic.
5
  This nation was once predominantly Christian; however, the 
cultural faith altered dramatically following World War II,
 6
 and religion became 
                                                          
4
 Malcolm H. Wilkerson, “Picking Up Where Katcoff Left Off: Developing a Framework for a 
Constitutional Military Chaplaincy,” Oklahoma Law Review 66:2 (Winter 2014): 260. 
 
5
 “U.S. Religious Landscape Survey, Religious Affiliation: Diverse and Dynamic,” ed. Pew Forum 
on Religion & Public Life (Washington, DC: Pew Research Center, February 2008), 5-6. 
 
6
 Sydney E. Ahlstrom, A Religious History of the American People, 2 vols. (Garden City, NY: 
Image Books, 1975), 1:28-29. 
 
4 
marginalized in the public square.
7
  One example of religion’s diminished place in the 
public square, due to the courts, is prayer at organized community events.  I opened 
Texas High School football games with prayers in Jesus’ name years ago until a Supreme 
Court decision banned it.
8
  A shift in the American religious landscape is declining 
participation in organized religious practice in congregations.
9
  A complication in these 
shifts is an increasing tendency towards adjudicating religious rights’ disputes using legal 
means, especially since 1940.
10
  A few of these court decisions placed limitations on 
military chaplains, which will be covered later.
11
 
There is an immense diversity of religious beliefs in the military,
12
 and likely, this 
pluralism trend will continue into the near future.  One example of this diversity in the 
military is the composition of faith groups within the chaplain corps.  The original 
military chaplains were all Protestant, with the earliest Roman Catholic chaplain arriving 
seventy years after the Declaration of Independence, and the initial rabbi chaplain  
                                                          
7
 Paul Marshall, God and the Constitution: Christianity and American Politics (Lanham, MD: 
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, Inc., 2002), 8-12. 
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 Santa Fe Independent School Dist. v. Doe, 530 U.S. 290 (2000). 
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 John Witte, Jr., Religion and the American Constitutional Experiment:  Essential Rights and 
Liberties (Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 2000), 4. 
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 The most influencial case was Katcoff v. Marsh, however other cases shaped chaplaincy as well. 
 
12
 Don M. Snider and Alexander P. Shine, “A Soldier’s Morality, Religion, and our Professional 
Ethic: Does the Army’s Culture Facilitate Integration, Character Development, and Trust in the 




allowed during the Civil War.
13
  Even so, 77 percent of the Civil War chaplains came 
from only four Protestant denominations.
14
  The uproar over a rabbi chaplain in 1861 
required the removal of the legal stipulation necessitating Christian chaplains only.
15
  The 
low number of differing faith groups meant most U.S. military chaplains were Protestant 
Christians until the mid-twentieth century, imparting a then unrecognized homogeneity to 
the chaplaincy.
16
  There has been a rise in the number of distinctive faith group military 
chaplains since World War II, including Hindu, Muslim, and Buddhist, not to mention a 
large number of nondenominational Christian chaplains.
17
 
A new idea sprouted inside the U.S. military based on religious population shifts, 
now known as religious accommodation.
18
  The military uses the term religious 
accommodation to describe the efforts by the military to make religious practices possible 
under demanding circumstances.  Thus, the military uses religious accommodation to 
meet religious needs.  The earliest hint of accommodation appeared with the advent of 
religious lay leaders on Navy ships in the early-1950s.  Lay leaders were service 
members trained and appointed to provide religious worship in the absence of a chaplain 
                                                          
13
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6 
or civilian clergy onboard a ship.
19
  All military services now use the lay leader concept, 
and present day accommodation responds to the expanding diversity of religious beliefs 
in the military population.   
New Christian chaplains may wrestle with some deep theological issues related to 
military service and ministry.  The most obvious issue is pacifism, namely discerning 
whether God is peaceful and pacifistic.  A related theological concern is whether there is 
a godly justification for humans to use violent means to attain an end, even if the end 
seems godly, or if believers must act nonviolently in all situations.  This concern is 
pertinent to all Christians, and seems doubly so for military chaplains.   
A parallel topic is the relationship of believers to the government.  A military 
entity is an instrument of government as Carl von Clausewitz, a world-renowned military 
strategist, asserted, “War is only a continuation of State policy by other means.”
20
  The 
government employs all military members to achieve governmental aims.  Certain types 
of government service are divisive in some Christian circles as will be explored below.  
The relationship involves many topics such as being a government employee, being 
under authority, and views on the godliness of a number of governmental actions. 
The modern military environment immerses a chaplain with persons of all 
imaginable theological positions.  This immersion combines with current federal 
requirements meaning a chaplain will need to support the religious rights and practices of 
all persons even if the chaplain strongly disagrees with their religious beliefs.  The 
                                                          
19
 “Navy Laymen Conduct Divine Worship,” The Chaplain: A Journal for Protestant Chaplains 
9:3 (May-June 1952): 17-19.    
 
20
 Carl von Clausewitz, On War, trans. J.J. Graham, 3 vols. (London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trübner 
& Co. Ltd., 1909), Kindle Electronic Edition: location 1:231-32. 
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military context is distinct from the congregations of a typical civilian pastor.  People 
tend to align closely in beliefs within the congregation and provide a community of like-
minded believers for life, worship, and prayer.  In contrast, the military chaplain rarely 
works with people of similar theology, and there is little or no regular religious 
community reflecting a military chaplain’s own particular faith group.   
The preceding provided relevant background material for the actual project.  Next 
will be the training project itself.  New chaplains may not be aware of these dynamics 
and may make mistakes before comprehending the new ministry environment.  Most 
chaplains adapt to the complexities of this environment over time.  The goal of the 
module is to teach about the institution’s ways with the goal of accelerating the 
adaptation process in order to avoid major errors.  This project lays out the contents of a 
training module to assist new Christian chaplains.  The training assists new chaplains 
with a greater understanding of the history, dynamics, legal status, and complexities of 
governmental ministry.  The module details the issues, the reasons for them, and the 
current methods prescribed to work within the complexities.  This awareness by a 
chaplain permits a quicker integration, grants a deeper appreciation of the legal factors at 
play in the U.S., and a better sense if chaplaincy is a good ministry fit.  This project’s 
training may assist a person looking to become a chaplain, or those just accepted to 
become a chaplain.     
This paper will have three principal sections.  The first section will study the 
ministry context in which military chaplains operate including the origins of chaplaincy 
and development of religious freedoms shaping contemporary chaplaincy.  This section 
will close with a study of the legal challenges involving governmental chaplaincy.  The 
 
8 
second section begins with a chapter exploring chaplain-related themes from selected 
books, and it continues with a theological reflection on the relationship between God and 
state.  The section concludes with a reflection of the theological appropriateness of 
military chaplaincy as government employees.  The third section reviews the need for 
modern accommodations made for, and by, military chaplains due to the increasing 
religious pluralism in military personnel.  This chapter culminates with the project’s 
goals and plans on the training of new chaplains.  The final chapter will detail the 















MILITARY CHAPLAINS: BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT 
 
 
O!  The true Army chaplain, a manly priest is he, 
To the foe his lifted arm, to Heaven his bended knee, 
He prays with the wounded soldier, saying: “Keep over ground, 
To draw a bead, in case of need, when the foeman is around.” 
For the true Army Chaplain preaches- 
“Fight—all must die; 
But ‘put your trust in Providence, 
And keep your powder dry.’” 
–“The True Army Chaplain,” Vanity Fair, 1861 
 
 The United States military includes clergy within the ranks and they have been 
present since the founding of the nation.  The accepted title for these clergy is “chaplain.”  
The First Amendment contains two clauses on religion, and government-paid clergy 
appear to violate one of the clauses.  Many challenges to governmental chaplaincy 
occurred over the years, and one case, Katcoff v. Marsh, seems to have settled the 
constitutionality of the chaplaincy question.
1
  This case resulted in complexities for 
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 Katcoff and its repercussions will be discussed in depth later. 
 
10 
History of Military Chaplains 
The origin of military chaplaincy predates the nation.  The United States Army 
and Navy Chaplain Corps trace their history back to 1775 when the Continental Congress 
authorized the hiring of clergy to function as chaplains with their respective units.
2
  This 
act granted official government recognition and sanction to the ministry.
3
   
The Continental Congress authorized legislative chaplains as well when they 
selected Jacob Duché as their initial legislative chaplain.
4
  After Duché’s defection to the 
British, an undeterred Congress appointed two successors of different denominations
5
 
showing the egalitarian nature of Congress and their early desire to avoid any appearance 
of religious favoritism.  There are two salient points here.  First, the Congress desired 
ministers in an official capacity to assist government personnel beyond the military, and 
this point became significant in twentieth-century court cases.  Second, they understood 
the need for religious diversity.   
Chaplains have served continuously in the military since the Revolutionary War 
when nearly two hundred military chaplains served.
6
  The number of armed forces 
chaplains varied with estimates of a handful after the Revolutionary War,
7
 to almost 
                                                          
2
 Herrmann, “Some Considerations,” 24.   
 
3
 Richard M. Budd, Serving  Two Masters: The Development of American Military Chaplaincy, 
1860-1920 (Lincoln, NE: University of Nebraska Press, 2002), 9-10.   
 
4
 Andy G. Olree, “James Madison and Legislative Chaplains,” Northwestern University Law 
Review 102:1 (Winter 2008): 158.   
 
5
 Ibid., 158-59.   
 
6
 Roy J. Honeywell, Chaplains of the United States Army (Washington, DC: Office of the Chief of 
Chaplains, Department of the Army, 1958), 30-31. 
 
7
 Budd, Serving Two Masters, 10. 
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3,700 Union and Confederate chaplains during the Civil War,
8
 and over 11,000 in World 
War II.
9
  There were approximately 4,000 military chaplains in the various branches of 
the Department of Defense in 2010.
10
 
The Continental Congress was upholding a very ancient tradition of clergy 
traveling with people in combat.  A case in point is in the Old Testament where the 
Jewish priests accompanied the Hebrews after the Exodus.  When they arrived at Jericho, 
the priests led the people circumnavigating the city walls for seven days (Jo 6:2-5).
11
  
Clergy also served with Roman and medieval armies for centuries before the 
Reformation.
12
 Additionally, a chaplain performed the earliest English language 
Protestant worship service in the New World in the 1570s.
13
   
The word “chaplain” originates with Martin of Tours, a fourth-century pagan 
Roman soldier.  Martin divided his military cloak and gave part to a shivering beggar 
following a vision of Jesus, and soon thereafter converted to Christianity.
14
  The cloak 
became sacred in France and carried into battle in a portable shrine known as a “capella.”  
The priest carrying the cloak was called the “capellanus,” and the modern English word 
                                                          
8
 The Confederacy, ed. John W. Brinsfield, Jr., The Spirit Divided: Memoirs of Civil War 
Chaplains (Macon, GA: Mercer University Press, 2005), ix. 
 
9
 President’s Committee on Religion and Welfare in the Armed Forces, “The Military Chaplaincy: 
A Report to the President,” 8-9. 
 
10
 Wilkerson, “Picking Up Where Katcoff Left Off,” 258. 
 
11
 All Scripture used and quoted is from the English Standard Version, unless otherwise noted. 
 
12
 Dale R. Herspring, Soldiers, Commissars, and Chaplains: Civil-Military Relations since 
Cromwell (Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, Inc., 2001), 4-5. 
 
13
 Clifford Merrill Drury, Volume 1, 1778-1938, 7 vols., The History of the Chaplain Corps, 
United States Navy (Washington, DC: Bureau of Naval Personnel, 1983), 1:2. 
 
14
 James Maynard, “Saint Martin of Tours,” The Sewanee Review 14:2 (April 1906): 219-20. 
 
12 
“chaplain” derived from that French title.
15
  The title “chaplain” became an all-
encompassing word referencing clergy of any faith group with the military or other 
institutional ministry in many parts of the world in spite of a distinctly Christian 
heritage.
16
   
The roots of modern military chaplaincy began in medieval Europe when the 
Council of Ratisbon in 742 authorized the use of chaplains with armies while prohibiting 
these chaplains from bearing arms or fighting.
17
  The earliest known instance of 
commissioned military chaplains was by the King of Sweden, Gustavus Adolphus, in 
1621, and their particular Articles of War preface included sixteen regulations 
specifically for chaplains.
18
  This precedent of chaplaincy would gradually infiltrate most 
European countries.
19
  A young George Washington encountered chaplains with the 
British Army units he served in,
20
 and he found fifteen chaplains already serving with the 
colonial troops when he assumed command of the Continental Army later.
21
   
Thus, military chaplaincy was integral to the forces throughout the United States’ 
history, although the actual chaplain’s status within the military structure significantly 
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 Ibid., 233. 
 
16
 Matthew Fisher, “The Humanist- A Padre, who does not Believe in God, Offers Spiritual 
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17
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 Herspring, Soldiers, Commimissars, and Chaplains, 9. 
 
20
 Thompson, From its European Antecedents to 1791, 1:56-57. 
 
21
 Honeywell, Chaplains of the United States Army, 37. 
 
13 
altered over the years.  A chaplain’s pay was equivalent to a junior officer’s in the 
Revolutionary War; yet the chaplain had no actual rank, or any uniform and insignia 
identifying this role.
22
  Towards the end of the Civil War, the military bestowed actual 
rank on chaplains and recognition as an officer.
23
  Finally, Congress initiated a systematic 
ladder of officer ranks for chaplains in the early-twentieth century equivalent to their line 
counterparts.  Congress eventually legislated and confirmed a military chief of chaplains 
with a two star rank in World War II for each branch of the military.
24
   
 
Modern Purposes of Military Chaplaincy 
Just as the chaplain’s status changed over the years, so did the chaplain’s role and 
mission.
25
  The original expectation was for the chaplain to meet all religious needs of the 
unit, which was easy when virtually all in the unit were the same denomination.
26
  The 
U.S. military charges modern commanding officers with ensuring service members may 
“observe the tenets of their respective religions,” and chaplains are to assist them with 
this charge.
27
  Currently the chaplain facilitates and advocates for service members’ 
freedom to practice their faith.  This is a mandated function regardless of the service 
member’s faith group or the chaplain’s, and this function meets the requirement for 
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26
 Budd, Serving Two Masters, 9. 
 
27
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religious accommodation in the military.
28
  The Navy’s terminology is to “provide” for 
personnel of the same faith group as the chaplain, and to “facilitate” the worship of 
personnel not of the chaplain’s faith group by finding another chaplain, civilian clergy, or 
lay leader of that faith group.
29
   
The second function of a chaplain is to advise the command.  This advising 
function includes religious issues concerning the unit’s personnel.  The advising function 
may also include identifying sensitive religious elements held by the local population in 
the operating area, the morale of the unit, the command’s climate, and other topics as 
requested by the commanding officer.
30
 
The third function of a chaplain is to care for all personnel.  The definition of care 
is deliberately open-ended, as the purpose is to assist people.
31
  The chaplain’s care may 
extend into fields not usually associated with pastoral care.  An illustration of this breadth 
comes from the early-1800s where military chaplains served as professors at the U.S. 
Military Academy at West Point,
32
 taught school subjects on ships, and were instrumental 
in founding the U.S. Naval Academy, Annapolis.
33
  This third function is where military 
chaplains continue to show great flexibility in meeting the many needs of military 
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 U.S. Department of the Army, Religious Support - Army Chaplain Corps Activities, Army 
Regulation 165-1 (Washington, DC: U.S. Army Chief of Staff, December 3, 2009), 1. 
 
29
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33
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personnel and their families, all the while displaying creative adaptability in offering 
attention to the needy persons, per Jesus’ Gospel imperative (Mt 25:34-40). 
 
Context of Freedom: Various Types of Religious Liberty 
Religious freedom in the United States has a long history.  The path to the current 
understanding and interpretation was not straightforward.  A quick analysis of this liberty 
provides background to understand the modern circumstances. 
Americans are accustomed to their right of religious freedom but liberty is not a 
simple value to create.  At a basic level, liberty is a citizen’s relationship to the governing 
authorities since the government is the author and enforcer of the laws and freedoms.  
The government’s position grants it the authority to define the rights citizens enjoy.  This 
principle is important when discussing an individual’s rights in relationship to a 
government.  A government has the authority to grant or rescind the rights and freedoms 
of its populace.  For example, the U.S. government tightened the rules and procedures on 
who may enter the nation, and significantly increased airport security in the wake of the 
September 11, 2001 attacks.  The U.S. government maintained security was of higher 
importance than some civil freedoms of the traveling populace at that time. 
Religious liberty contains three essential characteristics: immunity from coercion, 
freedom to consider, and a freedom to act.
34
  The initial characteristic is immunity from 
coercion, thus freeing citizens from adherence to one particular religion or a particular set 
of religious actions.  True liberty carefully protects citizens from all forms of coercion as 
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 Samuel Gregg, “Religious Liberty in Nation-states: Practice, Principles and Ideas,” Policy 27: 4 





  The next characteristic regards the proper laws to ensure “all are free 
to consider” the existence and nature of a transcendent being.
36
  Augustine wrote in 
defense of this principle: “Now, if assent be taken away, faith goes too; for without assent 
there can be no belief.”
37
  The final characteristic of religious liberty is the “freedom to 
act according to their conclusions consistent with the rights of others and public order.”
38
  
This freedom may include public worship, dress codes, education according to a faith’s 
dictates, and the ability to change one’s faith or even abandon it, if desired.
39
  The last 
characteristic is often a point where friction occurs in otherwise free societies as 
evidenced by the following example. 
The first-ever case about religious rights in the U.S. Supreme Court occurred in 
1879 with the territory of Utah’s Latter Day Saints religious doctrinal practice of 
polygamy.  The defense centered on polygamy as a required Mormon religious practice 
protected under the Free Exercise clause of the First Amendment.  The Supreme Court 
upheld a federal law banning polygamy in Reynolds v. United States
40
 finding polygamy 
prosecutions were “constitutionally permissible,”
41
 as the court “distinguished religious 
belief, which is absolute, from religiously motivated conduct, in this case bigamy, which 
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41
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  The Reynolds case erected boundaries to the constitutional free exercise of 
Americans’ beliefs and the legal precedent has not changed.  The message is clear, 
citizens may believe whatever they want privately, but they are not granted unlimited 
license to exercise these beliefs.   
 
Religious Liberty in the United States and the Bill of Rights  
The young United States decided to enact religious freedoms in the Constitution.  
The vehicle to amend the Constitution was the Bill of Rights with ten amendments since 
the Constitution contained no declaration of constitutional rights concerning religion.
43
  
The First Amendment contains two clauses relating to religion. 
The opening ten words of the First Amendment are “Congress shall make no law 
respecting an establishment of religion.”
44
  This clause proscribes the U.S. government 
from a national or sanctioned religion.  This limits the power of the government.
45
  The 
debate over these words while writing the Bill of Rights was intense as newly elected 
senators and representatives attempted to express properly a non-establishment principle.  
James Madison suggested the word “national” in the clause to emphasize the federal 
                                                          
42
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intent.  The antifederalists rejected Madison’s suggestion.
46
  The resulting clause does not 
clearly prohibit the federal government from establishing a church, and leaves open the 
possibility of applying the prohibition on state and local governments as well.  The lack 
of specificity became significant in future court decisions. 
The five-word second clause of the First Amendment states “nor prohibiting the 
free exercise thereof.”
47
  This clause mandates an individual’s ability to choose religious 
beliefs and practices, or even no belief at all.  The clause “provides broad guarantees for 
citizens seeking to practice their faith but has never been understood to provide for 
absolute freedom of religion.”
48
  Madison’s initial draft used “conscience” in place of the 
word “religion.”
49
  The U.S. Supreme Court’s recent decisions point to a broader 
understanding of the clause encompassing deeply held conscientious beliefs as well.
50
  
This development gives the impression of a restoration of Madison’s original idea.
51
  This 
enhanced conception allows the courts to consider many more factors in future cases, and 
would prove useful in lawsuits about chaplaincy. 
It is not clear what connection the first Congress saw between the two First 
Amendment religious clauses.  They may have thought of the Establishment and Free 
Exercise clauses as complementary halves of a whole, as two clauses dealing with 
distinct points connected by a common topic, or as interactive, divergent clauses that may 
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intersect and clash at times.  The lack of clarity frequently creates a dilemma on how to 
interpret these two clauses.  This quandary appears in court cases, as seen in the Thomas 
v. Review Board Supreme Court decision referring to the “tension” between the clauses.
52
  
The reasons for the tension include the growth of government into more places in an 
individual citizen’s life, such as the government’s welfare system, and the courts placing 
the First Amendment rights under the Fourteenth Amendment
53
 meaning these clauses 
apply to all levels of government.
54
  Further reasons are court decisions after World War 
II interpreting the clauses more broadly, effectively narrowing the maneuvering room 
between the clauses.
55
  These changes in interpretation unlocked a wider variety of 
religious disagreements requiring legal adjudication.
56
   
 
Modern Era Interpretations of First Amendment Clauses 
 
The two First Amendment clauses created a religious freedom controversy.  The 
means to resolve the controversy became the courts.  The courts’ legal interpretations set 
legal precedent and enacted limitations on religious practice. 
The judicial history of the First Amendment opened the late-1800s with the 
Reynolds polygamy case.  Religious freedom and rights cases would continue to be on 
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the court’s docket and would reach a crescendo after World War II.
57
  This increase is 
due in part to the confusing situation in the early United States.  The early American 
states had various forms of religious freedoms in their laws and constitutions, and some 
had established churches.
58
  States lost power with the Fourteenth Amendment 
ratification in 1868 since this amendment elevated federal law as preeminent over state 
law.  The legal position of religious freedoms clarified with the landmark states’ rights 
case, Everson v. Board of Education.
59
  Everson mandated the Establishment clause as 
binding on states via the Fourteenth Amendment.
60
  The application of federal laws to the 
individual states cleaned up legal dichotomies and peculiarities from the United States’ 
first few decades.  Likewise, Everson clarified the Fourteenth Amendment’s application 
of the religious clauses vis à vis the individual states.   
Thomas’ decision noted a tension between the clauses.  The judicial stratagem to 
work around the difficulties of colliding religious’ rights is “accommodation.”  The legal 
term “accommodation” refers to exceptions carved from a religious clause to allow 
otherwise illegal religious activities.
61
  The legal concept of accommodation is distinct 
from the military’s definition of religious accommodation.  The military’s 
accommodation is a means to provide for religious worship and practice for service 
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members under difficult circumstances, while legal accommodation refers to a judicial 
means to resolve a legal conundrum.  
The initial legal religious accommodation appeared in the Supreme Court’s 
Zorach v. Clauson.
62
  Zorach created a significant legal precedent, and a powerful tool 
with which to navigate the minefields of competing legal issues.  This precedent of 
religious accommodations becomes significant for chaplaincy in the late-twentieth 
century. 
 
Challenges to Chaplaincy 
The legal status of U.S. military chaplains frequently proved to be elusive and 
contentious.  Steven Green, a religion and law professor, reflected, “The military 
chaplaincy system is a constitutional train-wreck waiting to happen.  It presents—as few 
government programs do—one of the clearer examples of an irreconcilable conflict 
between the two religion clauses.”
63
  Various challenges to governmental chaplains 
occurred over the last two centuries and they shaped chaplaincy. 
The confusion and uncertainty began early.  Madison authored the First 
Amendment clauses and voted for them.  While President, he signed several bills into law 
authorizing the distribution and remuneration of military chaplains.
64
  Yet, Madison 
wrote in retirement circa 1817:  
Is the appointment of Chaplains to the two Houses of Congress consistent with 
the Constitution, and with the pure principle of religious freedom?  In strictness 
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the answer on both points must be in the negative.  The Constitution of the United 
States forbids everything like an establishment of a national religion.  The law 
appointing Chaplains establishes a religious worship for the national 
representatives, to be performed by Ministers of religion, elected by a majority of 
them; and these are to be paid out of the national taxes. . . . The establishment of 
the chaplainship to Cong[res]s is a palpable violation of equal rights, as well as of 
Constitutional principles. . . . Better also to disarm in the same way, the precedent 
of Chaplainships for the army and navy, than erect them into a political authority 




Madison questioned legislative chaplains’ legality as a breach to the Establishment 
Clause, and he recognized this was true for military chaplaincy as well.  Madison 
conceded a slender justification for chaplains on ship,
66
 and this justification made the 
practice of military chaplaincy slightly less problematic.
67
  Madison’s reasoning was a 
foreshadowing of Katcoff v. Marsh’s rationale for validating the constitutional status of 
military chaplaincy.   
Early nineteenth century challenges included congressional fights over the 
constitutionality
68
 and faith group composition of military chaplaincy.
69
  Later in the 
same century, the National Liberal League advocated abolishing fiscal support for 
chaplains from public treasuries by arguing that Americans had to “contribute 
involuntarily to the support of religious opinions which are not their own.”  The League 
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believed this course was the only means to escape a constitutional violation.
70
  The 
League’s efforts failed; however, the idea to abolish government funding for chaplains 
was not gone.   
The twentieth century had challenges as well.  The early part of the century 
featured a fight to regularize chaplain’s status in the military.
71
  America’s pacifist 
movements strengthened in the aftermath of the horrors witnessed during World War I, 
and some argued to “get the churches out of the chaplaincy.”  Simultaneously, there was 
a debate in churches about the constitutionality of federal chaplaincy and a proposal for a 
civilianized chaplaincy directed by churches.
72
  One atheist brought a lawsuit, Elliot v. 
White, against the government to remove taxpayer money from the salaries of all federal 
chaplains in 1927.
73
  The court dismissed it.
74
  Twenty-eight years later, in 1956, another 
taxpayer filed a similar suit, Hughes v. Priest,
75
 using recent Supreme Court decisions 
including Everson as evidence, although the court dismissed it.
76
  A 1962 Supreme Court 
case on prayer in public schools, Engel v. Vitale, cited military chaplaincy as a 
constitutional violation of the church and state separation.
77
  The ACLU reversed its 
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Katcoff v. Marsh 
All of these challenges set the stage for the greatest test to military chaplaincy to 
date.  The case’s decision affirmed the legal status of military chaplains.  This resolution 
created new parameters for a modern chaplain’s ministry. 
Two Yale law students, Joel Katcoff and Allen M. Wieder, sued the Secretary of 
the Army in 1979 to abolish Army chaplains.
79
  Katcoff v. Marsh would ultimately be 
decided in a U.S. Court of Appeals in 1985.  The case hinged on the simple premise that 
government paid clergy in the Army Chaplain Corps were in violation of the 
Establishment clause.  The U.S. Supreme Court decided a legislative chaplaincy case, 
Marsh v. Chambers,
80
 while Katcoff worked through the courts and Marsh proved useful 
in the Katcoff decision.   
The judges voted to retain chaplaincy by confirming its constitutionality in a 
landmark decision.
81
  While the decision concerned Army chaplaincy constitutionality 
solely, the decision affected all military chaplaincies.
82
  The decision’s primary rationale 
rested upon factors external to military chaplains, leaving a possibility wherein these 
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factors would be satisfied thereby resulting in chaplains becoming unnecessary in 
meeting service members’ religious needs.
83
  The decision utilized several justifications. 
The judges’ opening justification was the most obvious, namely the framers of the 
Bill of Rights created a historical precedent by authorizing and paying for military 
chaplains.
84
  In fact, one of the Constitution’s signers was an Army chaplain.
85
  The court 
linked the existence of military chaplains with the legislative chaplaincy legal precedent 
found in Marsh v. Chambers.  The justices’ logic was that a government chaplain of any 
sort appears to violate the Establishment clause.  Therefore, the Marsh decision was a 
piece of evidence pointing to the legality of chaplaincy and affirmed a historical 
precedent for governmental chaplaincy. 
A second justification carved out a legal accommodation from the Establishment 
clause based on the Free Exercise rights of military members.
86
  Historical precedent was 
important; however, the justices’ decision wrestled with a modern interpretation of the 
Establishment clause.  The contemporary understanding of the clause came from the raft 
of court decisions after World War II about public-funded religious activity, including 
Everson v. Board of Education, Lemon v. Kurtzman, and Agostini v. Felton.
87
  These 
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cases created further tests and barriers to government aid for religious enterprises.
88
  
Katcoff observed that the Army stationed soldiers around the world thereby creating a 
government-imposed religious burden.  This burden was addressed by an accommodation 
of government chaplains.  This justification withstood legal scrutiny via an unrelated 
case, Cutter v. Wilkinson,
89
 when the Supreme Court upheld the precedent of carving an 
accommodation from the Establishment clause on behalf of an individual’s Free Exercise 
rights.
90
   
Katcoff’s third justification, and the justices’ coup de grâce, was the War Powers 
law.
91
  They declared, “The duty of a soldier is to obey military orders and forego many 
of the freedoms. . . . As a result, ‘while the members of the military are not excluded 
from the protection granted by the First Amendment, the different character of the 
military community and of the military mission requires a different application of those 
protections.’”
92
  This point provided their central justification for creating an 
accommodation to the Establishment clause.  The justices understood the War Powers 
law required deployment to any place in the world, which mandated sacrifices of personal 
freedoms.  The best method to provide for a service member’s exercise of belief in the 
justices’ mind was with clergy alongside them, wearing the same uniform, and ordered to 
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be at the same location.
93
  In fact, the decision notes, “that not providing chaplains would 
violate the soldiers’ free exercise rights.”
94
 
The lessons from Katcoff are significant.  The cornerstone of the justices’ decision 
was the protection of individual’s religious rights due to the government-imposed burden 
by the War Powers law.  Religious rights and War Powers combined to create the legal 
accommodation allowing for military chaplains.  Katcoff shielded an apparent violation 
of the Establishment Clause by military chaplaincy to defend another’s religious freedom.  
Thus, military chaplains’ legal justification, existence, and funding are due to the people 
the chaplains serve.  This explanation fits well with the servant calling of Jesus to his 
disciples to minister in his name, that is to serve and not be served (Mt 20:26-28).   
Katcoff recognized chaplains were more than mere worship leaders because the 
justices recognized the chaplains’ functions of individual counseling, morale sustainer, 
retreat leader, and commanding officer adviser.
95
  William Wildhack, a Navy chaplain 
and a lawyer, sees Katcoff as the watershed moment by transferring the focus to service 
members’ rights.
96
  The colonial chaplains and their successors offered worship services 
solely in the manner of the chaplain’s church.
97
  This function altered and it is now the 
chaplains’ explicit duty to accommodate and defend religious freedom for all in the wake 
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  Wildhack maintains this represents a major shift in responsibility for 
modern chaplains, and this shift appears in military instructions.
99
 
The legal victory for chaplains came at a cost.  Katcoff balanced the chaplain’s 
power and access with a constraint that chaplains may not “proselytize soldiers or their 
families.”
100
  This constraint follows the Establishment clause’s modern interpretation 
derived from Everson that the government shall not coerce someone to profess belief nor 
disbelief in any religion.
101
  This restriction abbreviated the chaplain’s Free Speech rights 
in one specific area and abridged chaplains’ freedoms.
102
  Another way to understand this 
restriction is a chaplain voluntarily subordinates certain rights upon joining the military to 
ensure the religious rights of service member. 
This proselytizing restriction is a topic of controversy within the military and 
occasionally in the halls of Congress.
103
  For example, the Air Force Academy came 
under fire in the mid-2000s for Christian proselytizing when evangelical chaplains were 
accused of multiple violations.  Courts cleared the Academy of overt religious 
discrimination, although there was a follow-on lawsuit
104
 after the investigation found 
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issues at the Academy.
105
  Unrelated to the Air Force controversy, a small firestorm arose 
in early 2013 with some Christian groups complaining publically to government officials 
about this limitation on Christian chaplains.
106
  The group’s concerns focused on punitive 
actions over potential violations of the proselytizing ban.
107
  A response by a U.S. Navy 
spokesperson noted chaplains may “evangelize,” that is they may “share their faith.”  
However, chaplains may not proselytize which the statement defined proselytizing as 






Katcoff resolved the question of the legality of military chaplains.  Various legal 
challenges continued in subsequent cases focused primarily on personnel issues.
109
  The 
resulting continued debate on the shape of chaplains’ ministry implies future legal 
disputes, and the debate entered the political system as well. 
The multiplicity of legal cases covers a variety of subjects.  One of the cases, 
Adair v. England and its related subsequent cases, focused on the Navy’s promotion, 
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assignment, and retention policies for chaplains.
110
  Another case charged the Navy with 
using a quota system in recruiting certain faith group chaplains.
111
  An atheist humanist 
filed a lawsuit in 2014 when he failed to select as a Navy chaplain.
112
 
The issue of chaplains’ public prayers is not resolved, and Steven Obert, a Navy 
lawyer, sees these prayers as violations of the Establishment Clause.
113
  While military 
chaplains may still pray at public events and ceremonies, there are now certain guidelines 
on these prayers.
114
  The Marsh case affirmed chaplains’ opening prayers for legislative 
sessions,
115
 although the broad application of this legal precedent for all military 
ceremonial prayers is less certain.
116
  The legal reasoning sees the invocations of Marsh’s 
legislative chaplains as different from military chaplains’ ceremonial prayers.
117
  This 
practice of prayer at major military events has not faced a Supreme Court challenge at 
this time, as occurred with prayers at Texas football games.
118
  In other related cases, the 
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Supreme Court ruled in Lee v. Weisman,
119
 “Prayers of a secular nature do not pass under 
the Establishment Clause radar.”
120
  One portion of the Lee decision concerned the non-
sectarian nature of the prayers offered by various clergy at a high school graduation.  The 
court noted the prayers represented a religious event wherein the graduating students did 
not have a choice to be present, thus this non-voluntary religious event violated the 
Establishment clause.
121
  Likewise, the Supreme Court case, Garcetti v. Ceballos,
122
 
placed limits on what government employees may say in their official capacity.  This 
decision may become relevant since military chaplains are performing an official military 
duty when they pray at command-sponsored functions.
123
   
Prayers at these mandatory events are controversial due to the appearance of the 
state supporting religion,
124
 and are not exempt from possible legal scrutiny at some 
future date.
125
  These prayers are distinct from the prayers found in worship services, 
prayer meetings, or Scripture study.  Those events are voluntary in nature.  Since the 
service members choose to attend and may leave at any time, the legal concern of 
coercion is not present.  The distinction between voluntary and mandatory attendance 
events is discussed below. 
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32 
Another discrete area is chaplains’ speech in worship services.  Rigdon v. Perry 
debated chaplain’s free speech and religious rights from the pulpit in 1996.
126
  The 
chaplains in the case discussed political activities from the pulpit, and the court decided 
“chaplains act in a religious capacity when they preach, and it is appropriate for them to 
teach their religious beliefs in that setting.”
127
  Rigdon cordons off the worship space 
wherein chaplains may preach according to their beliefs,
128
 due to the event’s voluntary 
attendance.  This cordoned space is not absolute and is open to curtailment.  One such 
curtailment is no military member may solicit on behalf of individual politicians,
129
 and 
this was the military’s primary defense in Rigdon.
130
   
Another analogous conflict arose in 2012 after Archbishop Timothy Broglio, the 
bishop with oversight for Roman Catholics in the military, sent out a letter for chaplains 
to read at Mass about the injustice of a law on health insurance for abortion and other 
birth control services.  The Army Chief of Chaplains sent out a communication 
forbidding chaplains from publicly reading of the letter, although some chaplains 
apparently did.
131
  In summary, chaplains do not possess complete freedom of speech, 
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even in worship services.
132
  In light of the Garcetti decision, this is especially true if the 
material undermines good order and military discipline.  An example of such material 
would be a chaplain “who publically maligns the senior leadership of the military . . . the 
President, Vice President, or Secretary of Defense.”
133
 
The debate over chaplaincy re-entered the political realm in the last few years.  
Several National Defense Authorization Acts reference chaplains and their activities.  
The House of Representatives inserted Section 590 into the fiscal year 2007 bill that read: 
“Each chaplain shall have the prerogative to pray according to the dictates of the 
chaplain’s own conscience, except as must be limited by military necessity, with any 
such limitation being imposed on the least restrictive manner feasible.”
134
  These words 
were not in the signed final law.  The signed act in 2012 contained language allowing 
chaplains the “freedom of conscience” with respect to performing marriages,
135
 and the 
approved 2013 act contained protections for chaplains acting on their religious beliefs,
136
 
even though President Obama said it was unnecessary.
137
  The 2014 act enhanced the 
protection of military members’ “sincerely held” conscience beliefs, and authorized a 
government survey of chaplains to ascertain if restrictions were “placed on prayers 
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offered in a public or non-religious setting” by chaplains, and if those restrictions had an 
“adverse impact” on military chaplains’ ability to minister.
138
  This protection appears to 
be in opposition to the free speech limitation from Garcetti, where “the Supreme Court 
upheld the authority of the government to limit the speech of public employees . . . 
pursuant to their official duties.”
139
  Chaplains may choose not to participate in official 
events with mandatory attendance; however, if they do participate, then they may legally 
use any language desired according to present laws.   
The existing situation means future legal challenges regarding chaplains over free 
speech, free exercise, or establishment issues are a real possibility.  Politicians weighed in 
as the debate entered the public sphere adding further complexity.  The intention of the 
project’s training is to sensitize new chaplains to the ongoing nature of the legal and 
political debate about military chaplains.  There appears no clear resolution to satisfy all 
the legal and religious concerns at this time.  
Katcoff and other legal decisions form the fabric of the modern chaplain.  A 
progressively more diverse composition of the military chaplain corps is another 
dynamic.  Other forces shaping the requirements on a military chaplain are to ensure 
religious freedom for all persons associated with the armed services, military regulations, 
and to care for all persons regardless of beliefs and lifestyle.  While the continued 
existence of chaplaincy seems assured, there may be future legal and political challenges 
for chaplains and their respective ministries. 
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And when you draw near to the battle, the priest shall come forward and speak to 
the people and shall say to them, “Hear, O Israel, today you are drawing near for 
battle against your enemies: let not your heart faint.  Do not fear or panic or be in 
dread of them, for the Lord your God is he who goes with you to fight for you 
against your enemies, to give you the victory.” 
- Deuteronomy 20:2-4 
 
This chapter will review two books to explore the U.S. context of religious 
freedoms in which military chaplaincy operates.  This will be followed by an examination 
of two works to explore the relationship of Christians to society, as significant cultural 
changes affect the military and chaplaincy.  The final section studies the issue of God and 
violence, and a possible theology to assist Christians to remain members of the military 
especially during violent conflicts.  The Deuteronomy passage in the epigraph may be the 
earliest expression of chaplaincy with divine authorization. 
 
Origins of Religious Freedom in the United States 
The freedoms enjoyed in the United States have a multifaceted genesis reflecting 
the dissimilar backgrounds and motivations of the early European immigrants.  Other 
countries had forms of religious freedoms; yet, the United States was the earliest nation 
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to combine no established church with freedom of religious belief.
1
  This section will 
study two books that explore sources of U.S. religious freedoms.   
William Lee Miller was a professor of political science and religious studies at 
various schools including Yale and Indiana University.  His The First Liberty: Religion 
and the American Republic is a historical study on the development of religious freedom 
focusing on the influential people forging this nation’s religious rights.  He highlights 
Roger Williams, John Locke, George Mason, and James Madison.  Miller sees each man 
as a proponent of certain ideas creating a gradual, slow progression toward a freedom of 
religion from governmental oversight in the New World.  He wrote:  
That was a new idea, that there did not have to be any link between religion and 
the state, between the ultimate convictions and the power of the law.  The unity of 
the state did not require any unity of religion.  A great nation-state could exist, 
and hold together, and walk upright on its legs among the nations of the world, 
without the spinal column of official religious sanction.  The variety of religious 
beliefs and nonbeliefs could be altogether voluntary; in the eyes of the state they 
could be equal and free.
2
   
 
The boldness of these men was evident in their convictions about the future shape of this 
country.  One of the convictions was the government’s divestiture from spiritual affairs.  
Miller wrote the non-establishment clause was a result of idea refinement over the 
centuries and this refined concept eventually found a home in one very influential person, 
James Madison.  Miller called him “our greatest constructive legal statesman in this 
field,” due to his role with the Bill of Rights.
3
  Miller described the decoupling of 
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government and religion as opening the door to both intended and unintended 
consequences.   
One consequence was the proliferation of religious beliefs in the United States.  
Madison desired this variety when he quoted Voltaire, “If one religion only were allowed 
in England, the Government would possibly become arbitrary; if there were two, they 
would be at each other’s throats; but as there are such a multitude, they all live happy and 
in peace.”
4
  As noted above, the impact of the increasing array of faiths is noteworthy to 
American society and military chaplains. 
A second consequence was the transformed operating environment for churches 
compared to Europe.  The newly liberated churches were suddenly autonomous, and 
some religious groups exploited the new entrepreneurial setting by “selling” themselves 
in a religious marketplace resembling a capitalist system.
5
  In short, each church adapted 
to a new reality with no governmental oversight or support.  As Madison wrote 
approvingly: “There has been an increase of religious instruction since the revolution . . . 
and the devotion of the people have been manifestly increased by the total separation of 
the Church from the State.”
6
  Miller’s thoughts about a religious marketplace ring true.  
That new environment, combined with growing religious pluralism in the United States, 
might tilt a chaplain corps’ faith group composition towards churches that prospered in 
the non-established milieu. 
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Another consequence was an alteration in the people.  The citizens became “as 
individualist, as voluntaristic, as libertarian any that the Western world had seen,” with 
movement towards a “political-social individualism; religious (evangelical Protestant) 
individualism; and . . . economic individualism, all going in the same direction, 
reinforcing each other.”
7
  The development of greater individualism
8
 influences the 
religious practice of military personnel.  The continued fragmentation and 
individualization of religious belief complicates the chaplain’s responsibilities to provide 
and facilitate as the growing multiplicity of practice increases the difficulty to meet all 
religious needs in a military unit.   
John Witte, Jr., a professor in law and religion at Emory University, wrote 
Religion and the American Constitutional Experiment: Essential Rights and Liberties.  
He noted the struggle to understand the religious freedom clauses due to a paucity of 
words and a few pages of debate, leaving society and the courts with vague boundaries.
9
  
Unlike Miller’s great thinker line, Witte approached the freedoms’ development 
sociologically when he wrote: “A plurality of theological and political views helped to 
inform the early American experiment.”
10
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Separate Institutions  
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Authority in World 
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State Aid to Churches Yes No Yes No 
Church works with the 
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teachings 
Yes No Yes No 
Liberty of Conscience- 










The groups’ interactions illuminate early societal dynamics and clashes of ideologies that 
resulted in religious freedom political agreements.    
The foremost point from this table is how certain topics enjoyed wide support 
while other topics had little backing.  A case in point is the idea of separation of church 
and state.  Most of the views supported this idea and it became part of the final political 
settlement.  Likewise, there was general agreement on the liberty of conscience, and it 
became part of the final political bargain.  Other ideas, such as state aid for churches, had 
limited backing and would disappear.   
Second, the table demonstrates the relative scarcity of religious thought and 
theology in those formulative years.  In fact, only two views resembled orthodox 
Christianity, namely Puritan and Evangelical, although their political views were at odds 
with each other.  The Civic Republicans were more concerned about cultural virtues and 
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societal function rather than strict Christian beliefs,
12
 whereas Enlightenment folks were 
more concerned with liberty than Christian adherence,
13
 even though their respective 
political positions were very similar.  The theological variety among the views produced 
a lack of consensus on religion in that society.  An illustration of this divergence is the 
lack of support for religion or even a mention of God in the U.S. Constitution.
14
  This 
lack of consensus about religion in colonial America may be a factor that resulted in a 
more secular U.S. society and pushing religion away from the public square.
15
     
The net result was a freedom for religion and freedom from religion that allowed 
a variety of beliefs, and powered a trend towards increasing fragmentation of religious 
practice.
16
  Such variety requires a chaplain to support another’s religious practice and 
defend their religious freedoms to the commanding officer, hence the growing need of 
accommodation within the military.  This diversity of religions adds difficulty to a 
military chaplain’s ministry.  A chaplain must be comfortable working in a completely 
secular environment where no one may hold to the same beliefs as the chaplain and with 
no visible religious community.  This pluralistic, secular, and sometimes religiously 
antagonistic workplace
17
 is the zeitgeist of a modern U.S. chaplain, meaning the chaplain 
needs to be spiritually secure, morally strong, and able to work alone for long periods. 
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Two Views on the Believer and Government Relationship  
Christianity’s influence in society lessened after the First Amendment barred 
Christian churches from using the federal government to propagate their doctrine and 
way of life.  The Revolutionary War and the subsequent constitutional separation 
required believers to discuss the desired relationship of God, Church, adherents, and 
government.  The next portion of this project will use two works to explore these 
relationships and deliver lessons that are applicable to a chaplain’s ministry.   
The initial work is by Mark Toulouse, a professor of history and Christianity in 
Toronto.  He wrote God in Public: Four Ways American Christianity and Public Life 
Relate.  Toulouse declared Protestant Christianity as the dominant faith in the early years 
and then the culture changed.  He noted: “Prior to the mid-twentieth century, Protestant 
Christianity held a virtual monopoly in American public life.  But change was brewing in 
the land.  By 1958, the gain in church membership fell off drastically compared to the 
general population growth. . . . And Protestantism was beginning to discover the true 
meaning of religious pluralism.”
18
  Toulouse stated the persons ratifying the Bill of 
Rights never envisioned such issues
19
 as America transitioned to a thoroughly pluralistic 
nation.  This alteration created an imperative for Christians to rethink their relationship to 
public life.
20
  For example, Toulouse notes the present societal debate over religion as a 
private matter needing to stay out of public and political arenas derived from modern 
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legal interpretations of the Establishment clause.
21
  Rather, he states that if Christians are 
to be in the public life, then they must be involved in politics since political activity 
affects public life.
22
  Toulouse postulates some models of Christians’ involvement in 
society and their associated interactions with the political realm.  Toulouse’s models 
provide insights into how others view chaplains and the chaplain’s own perceptions of 
self, so two of these models are worthy of a review.   
Toulouse’s Iconic Faith model blurs God and state.  Iconic Faith is similar to 
Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s civil religion from his The Social Contract,
23
 or Witte’s colonial 
Civic Republican.
24
  Iconic Faith may become a ceremonial deism
25
 and examples 
include a national flag at the front of a church or the use of a Bible to swear in witnesses 
in a secular court.
26
  It is relatively easy to imagine a military chaplain in this model, with 
its merging of a religious symbol and a secular institution.  Certainly, a very patriotic 
chaplain might appear to be blurring patriotism and God, which communicates a 
“military religion which legitimizes military authority, justifies participation in war, and 
seeks to further the concept of the wholesome soldier.”
27
  Others might see the chaplain 
as proof of God’s support for the nation’s military and a related image of a crusader 
military.  Chaplains might even see their role as creating a more efficient, effective 
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  This is dangerous ground since all Christians should be more than 
symbols of a nation and patriotic flag-wavers.
29
  One vital chaplain characteristic is being 
a representative of the divine as Paul encouraged believers to imitate Christ (Phil 2:5-11).  
Chaplains should possess an otherness that allows them the ability to represent the 
Gospel credibly, to speak inspirationally, and be a missional example.  The chaplain 
should be a living example of something outside the military and greater than the nation, 
and representing a life-changing force to people.  For these reasons, a chaplain avoiding 
the Iconic Faith model is preferable. 
A better model for chaplains might be Toulouse’s Public Christian.  Toulouse 
sees this type as a thoughtful, theological response by individual Christians, who place a 
priority on the Church’s witness to the Gospel.
30
  Chaplains do have some freedoms to 
speak on behalf of a faith group in spite of military restrictions limiting chaplains’ ability 
to speak on behalf of a church’s political agenda.
31
  An individual chaplain living out 
their faith fits within the Public Christian description.  This type lends itself to be a solid 
model for chaplains to mold and shape their ministry as long as they do not confuse the 
military with the Gospel, such as offering rationales defending the national and military 
culture as if it were God’s will.
32
  Like all Christians, the chaplain needs to be a prophet
33
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even inside the military.  As noted above, the concept of a prophet occurs within the 
regulated environment of military chaplains, and may require prayerful caution and 
preparation before application. 
The second work is by Miroslav Volf, a Yale Divinity School professor.  His 
book is A Public Faith: How Followers of Christ Should Serve the Common Good.  Volf 
explores the relationship between Christians and the government.  The book inspires 
Christians to be active in society and stand against a fragmented American lifestyle.  Volf 
stated,  
The modern world, differentiated as it is into multiple and relatively autonomous 
spheres, is a world of many gods.  Each sphere—be it politics, law, business, 
media, or whatever—imposes its own rules upon those who wish to participate in 
it.  In this new polytheism, we follow the voice of one god at work, another at 
home, and maybe yet another at church.  Each sphere resists the claims of the one 
God to shape all of life.
   34
 
 
A Christian response to this fragmentation is to live faithfully in the public arena.  Volf 
sees multiple points of contact between the individual believer and society.  These points 
include Christians as a prophet to restore the world, a bringer of God’s grace to help 
humans flourish, a witness to the good life embodied by Christ, and advocating religious 
freedom in various political arrangements.
35
   
Many chaplains view their ministry as a missionary activity, a view Volf 
encourages for all Christians,  
As the Word came “to what was his own” (Jn 1:11) when it dwelled in Jesus 
Christ, so also Christians live in each culture as in their own proper space.  
Cultures are not foreign countries for the followers of Christ but rather their own 
homelands, the creation of the one God. . . . Christian communities should not 
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seek to leave their home cultures and establish settlements outside or live as 
islands within them.  Instead, they should remain in them and change them—
subvert the power of the foreign force and seek to bring the culture into closer 




The role of the chaplain falls under this ideal
37
 since Volf advocates Christians remaining 
and laboring for change in their culture unless the culture is seriously awry.
38
  A 
chaplain’s work is to be a repetition of Jesus’ work to bring the Word to other people, 
thus bring military people and culture closer to God. 
In contrast to Toulouse, Volf believes there is no one way for a Christian to be in 
the culture completely.  Their identity in a culture is always complex and flexible, and 
they “never have their own proper and exclusive cultural territory—their own exclusive 
language, values, practices, or rationality.  They speak the language they have learned 
from others, though they metaphorize its meaning.”
39
  He offers three terse propositions, 
namely Christians accept they cannot totally transform the culture they are in, Christians 
must say “no” to accommodation with the culture, and they must say “yes” to 
engagement with the culture.
40
  For instance, Volf’s “no” to accommodation means 
rejecting the broader secular culture as a pattern for Christian life, but his “yes” to 
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engagement means involvement in a culture as Christians “engaged in the world with 
their whole being . . . in fostering human flourishing and serving the common good.”
41
 
Volf offers methods for Christians to assess their engagements and 
accomplishments.  One method is to review cultural items.  Faith neutral items are 
available for utilization, while other items require transformation or rejection.
42
  Military 
chaplains may find this methodology useful in their work.  Thus, a chaplain might wear a 
military uniform since it is faith neutral, and travel with units into war to bring the 
transformative Gospel of Jesus.  Yet, a chaplain may not carry or use a weapon since it 
does not represent the Good News. 
This concludes a review of two works on the relationship between a believer and 
the government.  A final thought from Volf details one cautious limitation, namely if a 
culture is too “awry,” then Christians must not remain.  The significance of this subject 
requires further reflection, which will be covered in the next chapter. 
 
A Theological Reflection on the Validity of Military Service for Christians 
Some believers see the military as perverted due to the usage and glorification of 
violence, and the perversion implies no Christian may join or remain a member.  These 
believers maintain violence is never an option to resolve disputes.  This is the next 
question to explore: whether Christians may serve in the military and an examination of 
Christian pacifism. 
While Volf does not appear to maintain absolute pacifism as a Christian 
requirement, John Howard Yoder does.  Yoder was a Mennonite professor at various 
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undergraduate and graduate schools.  His classic book, The Politics of Jesus, includes a 
defense of pacifism.  Yoder portrays Jesus as an agent of change, “a visible socio-
political, economic restructuring of relations among the people of God, achieved by 
divine intervention in the person of Jesus.”
43
  This perception of Jesus has implications 
for Christian action.  One implication is a Christian’s ability to use violence as a 
legitimate, godly tool.  Yoder presents a Messiah avoiding violence,
44
 such as Jesus 
preventing Peter’s continued usage of a sword to defend him (Jn 18:10-11).  Institutions, 
such as law enforcement and governments, may intend to use violence, although Jesus’ 
way forbids this choice and replaces it with a prophetic calling of the Old Testament 
jubilee year according to Yoder.
45
  
Yoder utilized Jesus in the Gospel of Luke and selected passages from elsewhere 
in the New Testament to defend his views.  He recognized the vision of a completely 
peaceful God does not fit as well in the Old Testament.  Yoder cast the Exodus and other 
Old Testament war stories into events about the Hebrews’ faith as a God acting on behalf 
of his followers, “who saves his people without their needing to act.”
46
  Yoder admits this 
interpretation does not solve all the riddles associated with a “God of war,” yet he 
maintains the whole of the Scriptures point to values compatible with the New 
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  Yoder does not agree with any military service, even as an unarmed 
member of the military such as a chaplain, due to his pacifist doctrine. 
Yoder’s views do not easily square with the Bible.  Since Christian theology treats 
the whole of the Bible as authoritative,
48
 Yoder’s thoughts should be compared against 
the breadth of the Scriptures.  The Scriptures portray a dynamic God deeply involved in 
the world including permitting or allowing violent activities.  The biblical God is not a 
pacifist abhorring and abstaining from all aggression.  A quick review of the Bible’s 
portrayal of God is useful. 
On one hand, there is a God promising a lasting peace with the absence of conflict 
in a wholly renewed creation.
49
  When a follower pulled a weapon to defend him, Jesus 
stopped the fight after one person was wounded, and Jesus healed the injured person (Lk 
22:49-51).  Jesus greets his followers after his resurrection with a blessing of peace (Lk 
24:36).  Multiple books’ writers use God’s peace as a greeting and blessing (Rom 1:7; 
Heb 12:14; 1 Pt 1:2; 2 Jn 1:3; Jude 1:2).  The Bible’s final book concludes with a serene 
vision of heavenly worship in an eternal state of peace (Rv 21:1-22:5).   
On the other hand, there are clearly violent acts in the Scriptures portrayed with 
divine participation and approbation.  Fighting and conflict are reoccurring motifs in the 
Old Testament; in fact, the Hebrew word for “war” appears over three hundred times.
50
  
There is God-ordained carnage and death when calling the Hebrews out of Egypt to 
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freedom at the Passover (Ex 7-12), which continued through the invasion of the Promised 
Land (Js 1-12) and the formation of the nation Israel (1 Sm 10-ff).  God ordered the 
Hebrews to take the Promised Land by force (Dt 7:1-2) and gave specific rules for 
fighting to the Hebrews (Dt 20:10-18).  Deuteronomy 20 is particularly challenging, since 
Moses details rules of war from the Lord.
51
  These rules include, “But in the cities of 
these peoples that the LORD your God is giving you for an inheritance, you shall save 
alive nothing that breathes, but you shall devote them to complete destruction . . . as the 
LORD your God has commanded” (Dt 20:16-17).  This divine command applied to cities 
besieged by the Hebrews in the Promised Land, and God ordered all living things killed 
after they had fallen.
52
  Another example is the spiritual war between godly and satanic 
forces, portrayed vividly in various Old and New Testament sections such as Daniel and 
Revelation to which Jesus alludes (Lk 10:18).  The intense imagery used to describe this 
spiritual war is graphic, and presents a God using violent means to defend his followers 
while conquering evil, although the goal is peaceful (Rv 21-22).  In the Gospels, Jesus 
stated he came to bring violence and dissent, not peace (Mt 10:34; Lk 12:51).  John the 
Baptist does not command soldiers to disarm, but rather to live righteously (Lk 3:14).  
These passages do not present a pacifist God.  These contradictory images of divine 
pacifism and violence across the Bible create dissimilar interpretations and a high 
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A Way Forward with the Just War Theory 
The Scriptures contain passages when God acts as a righteous warrior to offer 
hope for a sinful world,
53
 so it is logical to ask if humans may use violence to further 
God’s aim.  The previous section introduced Yoder’s thought on pacifism.  This section 
provides a counterpoint to pacifism and offers a doctrine known as the Just War theory.  
The history of Just War is long and embraced by many different Christian churches as 
well as some governments. 
Yoder claims Jesus’ pacifist life provides a blueprint of living for all his 
followers, but other Christians contradict this noting the fact that faithful humans warred 
on God’s behalf in the Scriptures.  Yoder does not effectively address this counterpoint in 
his book.
54
  If violence might be godly, then the challenge for believers becomes one of 
discerning what violent actions might be of God’s will.  One method developed in 
Christian theology to address this need is the Just War theory.  Just War is not scriptural 
per se, since the Scriptures present no clear methodology detailing how a believer may 
ascertain if God is authorizing violent action beyond hearing God’s voice directly (Ex 
17:8-16; Js 6:2-5).   
Just War thinking developed in the first few centuries after the Resurrection.  
Origen, writing around 178, may be the earliest to provide a foundation for Just War in 
his Against Celsus.
55
  He writes of a Christian’s obligation to support “those who are 
fighting in a righteous cause, and for the king who reigns righteously, that whatever is 
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opposed to those who act righteously may be destroyed,” and utilizing Psalm 45 as the 
basis.
56
  Origen thought wars were justified in God’s eyes if the people were fighting on 
the side of righteousness and for him.  Augustine and Aquinas expanded the definition of 
righteousness to include defense of the innocent, preserving political peace, and 
defending the common good.
57
     
Aquinas declared three conditions necessary for a Just War determination.  These 
three conditions are the war must be “on the authority of the sovereign (auctoritas 
principis),” the cause must be “just (justa causa),” and the intention must desire good 
with the “avoidance of evil (recta intentio).”
58
  These three conditions still form the 
backbone of the modern Roman Catholic Church’s Just War determination.
59
   
Hugo Grotius, a seventeenth century Dutch philosopher, updated and shaped these 
medieval concepts with new ideas of a nation as a state, international law, the right of 
self-defense, property defense, and a new suggestion that a threatened nation may initiate 
the conflict.  Grotius added conventions to be observed before, jus ad bellum, and during 
the conflict, jus in bello.  He desired all the rules to be externally binding with the 
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capability of external enforcement.
60
  These rules and the concept of jus in bello altered 
Just War theory from a simple determination of fighting for God in righteousness to a 
more complex determination about when a war might be fought and how it is fought.
61
  
After Grotius, Just War received little attention or modernization until the twenty-first 
century when wars in the Middle East brought this theory back to the forefront.
62
 
The Just War doctrine provides valuable precepts for Christians.  One precept is a 
doctrine in closer harmony with the scriptural evidence than strict pacifism.  An honest 
appraisal of the whole Bible finds God’s followers standing on God’s side and fighting, 
although the Old and New Testament may present differing models of involvement.
63
  
This scriptural precedent may extrapolate to the present day allowing believers to battle 
on God’s side.   
Another valuable precept is a theological process wherein a believer is not guilty 
of violating the commandment against murder (Ex 20:13).  The Scriptures show God’s 
followers fighting and killing other humans.  Sadly, those same verses do not explain 
how these actions correspond to God’s sole authority to create, to save, and to destroy (Js 
4:4-12).  Just War grants a theological construct to explain this apparent incongruity.  The 
theory shifts the responsibility for violent actions from the godly person following orders 
to the persons issuing the orders.  Obviously, this line of reasoning is potentially 
dangerous and many justified their evil actions over the centuries thusly.  Just War does 
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not condone all violence; rather, it allows God to use humans to achieve his ends by 
clarifying the conditions when God ordains violence.   
A final precept of Just War dictates a Christian response to evil actions in the 
world.  Just War does not answer the theodicean question of the manifestation of evil in 
the all-powerful, loving God’s creation.  The theory is a real world tool to assist humans 
in the struggle against evil in a fallen creation.  Jesus overturned tables in the desecrated 
temple and drove out merchants with whips as part of his fight against evil (Mt 21:12-17; 
Mk 11:15-19; Lk 19:45-48; Jn 2:13-16).  Just War provides a rationalization for 
Christians to become agents in the battle against similar present day evils.  God may or 
may not require a violent response to evil; however, the Just War theory supplies the 
theological basis for forceful action.  
 
Clergy in the Military 
Just War theory provides a theology for Christians to be involved in the military.  
This knowledge begins to answer the question of whether clergy may be a part of a 
military organization.  This section reviews the history of clergy in military 
organizations, and it deals with the matter of clergy using weapons. 
The evidence of the Old Testament affirms Jewish clergy in the military (Dt 20:1-
3).  The New Testament does not mention clergy with the military, and presents a mostly 
consistent witness against violence.
64
  However, the New Testament does not see 
participation in the military “as sinful a priori nor was question of military service a 
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question debated in their communities.”
65
  Thus, based on this meager scriptural evidence 
and the lack of a specific divine ban, clergy may serve in the military.  Another 
justification is possible.  Logically, if God uses the military as a tool, then God would 
want pastoral leaders to be present and care for the humans in a stressful time.  This 
fulfills Jesus’ concern for his followers when he perceived the people were like sheep 
without a shepherd (Mt 9:36-37). 
A second concern is whether clergy may actually fight alongside the rest of the 
military members or if they are in a support role.  This concern is more difficult to deduce 
from the Scriptures.  Certainly, the Old Testament’s evidence and Just War doctrine 
allowed clergy to fight alongside other believers, if the war met the required conditions 
and stipulations.  Conversely, some, such as Aquinas, see clerical fighting as improper
66
 
and requiring those clergy traveling with armies to be unarmed, as noted in the previous 
chapter.  The modern U.S. military services enacted bans to chaplains bearing arms;
67
 an 
idea that traces its origins to the Civil War.
68
  Nonetheless, chaplains have carried arms
69
 
and fought before the weapons ban.
70
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The answers to some of these challenges are vital for those believers looking to 
serve in the military.  The section above provided a few answers, and the next chapter 
will explore related subjects.  This theological concern will be a part of the training for 
new chaplains.  The goal is to sensitize new chaplains to a variety of answers to Christian 
concerns.  Another goal is to assist them in finding a theological equilibrium between the 
















MILITARY CHAPLAINS AND THE GOVERNMENT 
 
 
We are there, as the chaplains of the nation, 
Ev’rywhere with our fighting congregation, 
Serving the Lord, 
And serving the cause of humanity. 
Onward we go till victory is won, 
For Justice and Right the Legions of Light 
The Soldiers of God march on! 
–Official Chaplain March, “Soldiers of God,” 
The Best and Worst of Times: 1920-1945, 1944 
 
Most U.S. chaplains are Christians and members of the military.  The 
Establishment clause secularized the relationship between God and the government with 
a schism between religion and the nation.  The status of chaplains creates a question 
about loyalty since both Christianity and the military demand fealty.  This chapter will 
provide a spiritual view of the relationship and assess a variety of Christian theologies 
with an examination of Scripture to provide a foundation for chaplaincy.  The chapter 
will conclude with practical forms of theology for clergy to be military chaplains and 








Chaplains, God, and Government  
The U.S. Army Chaplain Corps’ motto is “Pro Deo et Patria,” meaning “For God 
and Country.”
1
  Army chaplains define their ministry with a dual role of serving the 
divine and the nation, and in truth, this definition applies to all U.S. military chaplains.  
The original colonial chaplains were local clergy serving alongside their fellow townsfolk 
in the militia, and chaplains became nationalized when the Continental Congress 
federalized the military.
2
  Active duty and some Reserve military chaplains remain a part 
of the federal government to this day.  National and Air Guard chaplains have not 
morphed from their early colonial arrangement, as they are members of a state-run 
organization, although all Guard members must adhere to many federal Department of 
Defense standards.   
This intimate relationship with the government raises potential questions about 
the authenticity of a chaplain’s work for God, a chaplain’s allegiance to a church, and the 
sincerity of a chaplain’s ministry to others.  William Cavanaugh, a respected law 
professor, reflected on the schizophrenic nature of these allegiances:  
The American military chaplain is a member of two institutions.  First, he is a 
member of the military, accorded officer’s rank, and subject to the military chain 
of command.  Second, and of equal importance, he is an ordained minister, 
representing one of the major American religious denominations.  This 
“institutional duality” underlies the church-state cooperation involved in the 
administration of the chaplaincy.
3
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Chaplain Richard Hutcheson attempts to summarize the relationship, saying a military 
chaplain is not “half-military and half-church. . . . He is fully a member of both 
institutions.”
4
  This duality raises the matter of allegiance and priorities, and this duality 
might result in role conflict and tension.
5
  As a reminder, Jesus denigrated multiple 
loyalties in the “Two Masters” parable (Mt 6:24), which is a cautionary warning for 
chaplains about secular masters. 
This section will look at the various theological models to frame a working 
relationship between Christians, the ruling authorities, and God.  These models might 
represent a way through the maze of conflicting loyalties for a Christian who is a 
government employee in the armed forces.  The United States made a conscious decision 
to free her citizens from governmental religious dictates as explored previously, and free 
the government from ecclesiastical concerns.  The young nation also retained clergy on 
the government’s payrolls creating a conundrum about the sanctity and legality of this 
association. 
 
A Biblical View of God and Government  
A natural place to begin a theology of the God-government relationship is the 
Bible.  Frustratingly, a review of the Old and New Testaments does not reveal one clear 
model.  The following section analyzes the Bible for clues to build a workable 
arrangement of God and a government. 
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The Old Testament presents a varied relationship between God’s followers and 
the government with no apparent single model.  One model displays outright opposition 
and rebellion to secular governmental rulers by religious leaders such as Moses (Ex 3:4-
12:32) and Judas Maccabaeus (1 Mc 3:1-9:22, NEB).  Two additional models advocate 
some manner of coexistence and accommodation.  The coexistence model sees believers 
living as aliens existing in an ungodly land such as Daniel (Dn 1-2) and Jeremiah (Jer 
29:7).  The accommodation model is a partnership between God’s people and authorities 
as seen with Nehemiah (Neh 1-2).  Another model presents a rendition of heaven on 
earth, that is a theocratic government found in Judges (Jgs 2:18) and the kings of Israel 
such as David (2 Sm 22:44-51).  Regardless of the Old Testament model, one 
overarching theme found in all of the models is Yahweh as king over creation.
6
   
Likewise, the New Testament lacks a single vision of an adherent’s relationship to 
the government.  Jesus opposes the evil Jewish rulers (Mt 3:7-10) while allowing taxes to 
be paid to the Romans (Mt 22:21; Mk 12:17; Lk 20:25).  Paul, writing to the church in 
Rome, affirmed the role of the state as part of God’s plan which Christians must obey and 
support (Rom 13:1-7), as does Peter (1 Pt 12:13-15).  Contrarily, the governments in 
Revelation to John emerge frequently as satanic and best avoided by believers (Rv 13:1-
2).   
The absence of a definitive model in the Bible leaves Christians in a quandary.  
This dilemma resulted in a selection of interpretations used throughout “the history of the 
church whether to justify political quietism, the Lutheran two-kingdom doctrine or even 
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  There is no clear model for a governmental employee such as a chaplain 
from the Bible to resolve the loyalty question.  
 
An Early Christian View of God and Government  
Since the Bible does not provide a complete view, multiple theologians worked to 
resolve this lack of a unified theory.  The proceeding discussion reviews early Christian 
thought, medieval and Reformation theology, and a section on my church’s views.  The 
next section works through the earliest theologians. 
The first theologians to address the issue were Origen, Tertullian, and Eusebius.  
These three saw Christians as “alien citizens” in this world.  They believed Christians 
were citizens of a heavenly realm and their true obedience was to God.  The earthly 
kingdom was a way station towards the final destination of Heaven though a fuller 
development into a theory of a Christian’s relationship to government did not occur.
8
  
Christians may be a positive influence for society and the government during their time 
on this planet, as Origen states, “Christians are benefactors of their country more than 
others.  For they train up citizens, and inculcate piety to the Supreme Being; and they 
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Augustine built on these ideas with the intention of a grand unified model in The 
City of God.  He wrote from an established church perspective,
10
 but after the sacking of 
Rome with its concomitant apprehension about Christianity’s survival.
11
  Augustine 
utilized a two-cities concept, which he described as an earthly city of Man and a heavenly 
one called the city of God.
12
  God rules the heavenly city, and this order permeates a 
range of earthly institutions including governments.  The city of Man orders human 
society and provides a framework wherein humans may flourish.
13
  The state’s power 
comes from God, while operating within a fractured world of sin and providing a restraint 
against evil.
14
  This arrangement reveals the true origin of the state’s power and shows 
the state is not inherently good by itself.
15
  God alone is the path to salvation
16
 since the 
earthly realm’s ruler is the devil.
17
  The ultimate destination for all humans is the 
heavenly realm and the two cities remain separated until the Final Judgment.
18
  The result 
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of Augustine’s work is a full theological model of the relationship between God and 
government.   
 
Later Developments in Christian Theology  
Medieval and Reformation theologians utilized and repurposed Augustine’s two-
cities concept.  This section reviews these later theological developments.  The 
theologians below represent Roman Catholic and Reformation thought.   
An analysis of Aquinas symbolizes Roman Catholic thought.  Aquinas conceived 
of a layered arrangement with God’s realm over the political one.  The political realm is 
necessary for human growth and cooperation.
19
  Governments are indispensable to 
reinforce the common good with justice and order to guide humans to the heavenly 
realm.
20
  Aquinas held God as the Lord of both realms,
21
 and he introduced the concept of 
natural law stating God’s eternal laws are evident in this world via a “natural law” found 
in all humans.
22
   
Reformation thought possesses multiple branches.  The great reformer, Martin 
Luther, would rework Augustine’s two cities, saying,  
There are two kingdoms, one the kingdom of God, the other the kingdom of the 
world. . . . God’s kingdom is a kingdom of grace and mercy. . . . In it there is only 
forgiveness, consideration for one another, love, service, the doing of good, 
peace, joy, etc.  But the kingdom of the world is a kingdom of wrath and severity.  
In it there is only punishment, repression, judgment, and condemnation, for the 
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suppressing of the wicked and the protection of the good.  For this reason it has 
the sword, and a prince or lord is called in Scripture God’s wrath, or God’s rod.
23
   
 
Modern theologians refer to this as the “two-kingdom” model.
24
  A generation later, John 
Calvin rejected total withdrawal from the earthly realm espoused by the Anabaptists of 
his day.  He united the two-cities model with natural law in a different arrangement than 
Aquinas.  Calvin espoused a closer relationship between the realms such that the state 
would protect the Church and suppress heresy.
25
  He maintained natural law proceeded 
from God, akin to Aquinas.  Unlike Aquinas, Calvin saw natural law as the foundation 
for civil law, and civil law became the earthly kingdom’s legal standards.
26
  Likewise, 
natural law informed humans of salvation’s required standards to attain heaven, and the 
converse is true as well, specifically natural law contained standards for damnation.
27
   
 
An Anglican View 
The preceding theologians represent God-government thought in many Christian 
denominations.  The discussion did not include my church’s theology on this relationship.  
The next section covers the Anglican Communion’s views. 
I was ordained in the Episcopal Church in 1983, although for theological and 
personal reasons I joined the Anglican Church in North America in 2008, which is part of 
the Anglican Communion.  The Episcopal Church formed from the Church of England in 
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colonial America after the Revolutionary War.  The church organized in 1789 with a 
comparable polity, theology, and liturgy to the Church of England.  It was the established 
church in several states before the Revolutionary War, though it disestablished in all 
states within a few years after the war’s end.
28
   
The Church of England became the established church under the English 
monarchy in the early 1500s.  Richard Hooker, a late 1500’s priest, represented early 
Church of England theology, and his thoughts formed an Anglican theology about 
government and church.  His writings defended the unique English Reformation 
settlement of Elizabeth I.
29
  Hooker used Aristotelian philosophy as did Aquinas, and his 
theology of the God and state relationship was of a two-realm category.
30
  Further, he 
held natural law as a means to know God’s will,
31
 and this law repeats across both realms 
for the good of all God’s creation.
32
  He emphasized the Church as distinct from the 
government as each has discrete areas of expertise,
33
 akin to Calvin.  Unlike Calvin, the 
Church is under the crown’s direct authority that Hooker defends using Old Testament 
examples.  He stated the “care of religion being common unto all societies politic,”
34
 
meaning the government should strive to care for the whole person by incorporating 
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“natural . . . civil and spiritual” aspects into their rule.
35
  Hooker envisioned a harmonious 
society shaped by religious commitments with the integration of church and civic life.
36
   
This rapport between church and state is integral to a modern Anglican theology 
wherein the government is God’s tool.  A respected New Testament scholar and Church 
of England bishop, Nicholas T. Wright, stated, 
The New Testament offers a theology of rulers and authorities as appointed by 
God. . . . Earthly rule is a kind of sacrament. . . . Sacraments can be abused and 
turned into sympathetic magic, an attempt to tap into God’s power and life 
without paying the price of obedient loyalty. . . . Monarchy, like all sacraments, 
needs to be held within a strong theology of the ascended Jesus, Lord and King of 




Wright’s explicit liturgical language about the God-state connection reveals an extremely 
close relationship between them.  The close bonds between government, culture, and 
church in Hooker’s theology are on display in Wright’s thought, and may be interpreted 
with the Church as subservient to the state.
38
   
 
A Modern Summary of God and Government Theology  
A twentieth century theologian, H. Richard Niebuhr, attempted to summarize all 
the branches of Christian thought.  His classic work, Christ and Culture, categorizes 
these theological answers into three main archetypes.  The main archetypes are “Christ 
Against Culture,” “Christ of Culture,” and “Christ and Culture.”
39
  This book proved 
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valuable for many in comprehending God-government theology, so a summary of 
Niebuhr’s book follows. 
Niebuhr’s “Christ Against Culture” archetype considers culture as the antithesis 
of God’s law, and regards a loyalty to Jesus as a rejection of culture.
40
  Tertullian was a 
proponent, and he maintained an avoidance of politics and military life.
41
  For example, 
Tertullian, writing later in life about military service, stated,  
To begin with the real ground of the military crown, I think we must first inquire 
whether warfare is proper at all for Christians . . . Do we believe it lawful for a 
human oath to be superadded to one divine, for a man to come under promise to 
another master after Christ, and to abjure father, mother, and all nearest kinsfolk, 
whom even the law has commanded us to honor and love next to God Himself, to 
whom the gospel, too, holding them only of less account than Christ, has in like 
manner rendered honor?  Shall it be held lawful to make an occupation of the 
sword, when the Lord proclaims that he who uses the sword shall perish by the 
sword?  And shall the son of peace take part in the battle when it does not become 
him even to sue at law? . . . Shall he, forsooth, either keep watch-service for 
others more than for Christ, or shall he do it on the Lord’s day, when he does not 
even do it for Christ Himself?  And shall he keep guard before the temples which 
he has renounced?  And shall he take a meal where the apostle has forbidden him? 
. . . Shall he carry a flag, too, hostile to Christ?
42
   
 
This archetype is evident in Anabaptist theology, many monastic groups, and the 
Quakers.
43
  Yoder has many tendencies of this type.   
The antithesis of “Christ Against Culture” is the next of Niebuhr’s archetypes, 
“Christ of Culture.”  This type assimilates the Gospel values to those of society, and 
interprets the Gospel values through culture.  The Constantinian settlement in the Roman 
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Empire appears to represent this archetype.
44
  Another famous proponent is John Locke 
with his The Reasonableness of Christianity.
45
  This archetype is reminiscent of 
Toulouse’s Iconic Faith and Witte’s Civic Republicans where God and the nation are 
collaborators seemingly relegating God into a spiritual cheerleader for societal agendas.
46
  
This chapter’s epigraph appears to lean in this direction.  Hooker’s theology appears in 
this archetype.   
Niebuhr’s last three theories are subtypes in the single archetype of “Christ and 
Culture.”  Niebuhr’s description of this relationship is “both-and”
47
 since these subtypes 
combine elements of the other two archetypes resulting in a life between those 
extremes.
48
  Niebuhr categorized Aquinas in the “Christ Above Culture” subtype, as a 
hallmark of this type is Christ as far greater than the secular world.
49
  Martin Luther’s 
thought characterizes Niebuhr’s next subtype, “Christ and Culture in Paradox.”  This 
subtype creates a duality by the parallel demands of a Gospel calling believers from this 
world, and paradoxically living by the demands of culture as well.
50
  Niebuhr categorized 
Augustine’s two cities as the “Christ Transforming Culture” subtype.  Niebuhr interprets 
City of God with Christ as a converter of culture since “he redirects, reinvigorates, and 
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regenerates that life of man.”
51
  Natural law may reflect Christ; still it is disordered and 
becomes attached to a temporal end.
52
  Niebuhr classifies John Calvin in this subtype 
also. 
 
A Framework for Chaplains and Government  
The sections above looked at the Christian theology of government.  Military 
chaplains are government employees, and this status raises questions about allegiance and 
fealty.  This section assesses the previous theologians with particular attention for 
chaplains. 
Niebuhr’s last three subtypes provide a potentially viable theological framework 
for governmental chaplains.  All three types have commendable, even attractive 
propositions.  His “Christ Above Culture,” “Christ and Culture in Paradox,” and “Christ 
Transforming Culture” create usable theological constructs for ministry as a chaplain.  
Each subtype envisions God active in society and the military, and labors to sanctify 
human evilness.  Toulouse wrote approvingly of this last idea: the “church’s goal is to 
develop a sanctuary where salvation exists in a sinful world.”
53
  Although the Anglican 
theology of God and government may not fit in Niebuhr’s three subtypes, it does provide 
a theology for ministry within a government.   
The project’s training module does not subscribe one theological perspective; 
however, certain traits provide a solid grounding for a God-government model supportive 
of a chaplain’s ministry and these traits bear exploring.  One trait from the Scriptures is a 
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paradigm of God as King of creation.
54
  This kingship provides authority, direction, and 
the ultimate destination for believers.  The next trait is a derivative from the first; that is 
human society is under divine mandate.  This mandate grants authority for Christians to 
become participants in the society and be involved in political activities.  A third trait 
relates to society’s purpose, namely God’s intention for society to protect humans from 
evil.  This protection trait provides a lower objective, with an additional higher aim of 
society as an ecosystem for humans’ thriving growth.  Finally, the exact form of 
government is not important, as Christianity is resilient and inspiring regardless of the 
government.  Paul and many early disciples suffered persecutions and martyrdom while 
maintaining they found God’s purpose in society. 
 
God, Government, and Just War 
There is a connection between a model of God’s relationship to a government and 
the Just War theory.  Just War grows out of God’s authority over society and presumes a 
society structured to combat evil.  This connection is in Augustine, his theological 
successors, and in Anglican thought.   
If the military functions as an agent upholding and ordering society for God’s 
greater purpose, then war and other conflicts are a logical extension.  War becomes one 
tool of governments to combat evil, just as Clausewitz declares.  A theology 
presupposing the military as a tool of the state combating evil and creating an 
environment for human growth will lead reasonably to a Just War theology.  Augustine 
laid the foundation for both in City of God: 
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However, there are some exceptions made by the divine authority to its own law, 
that men may not be put to death.  These exceptions are of two kinds, being 
justified either by a general law, or by a special commission granted for a time to 
some individual.  And in this latter case, he to whom authority is delegated, and 
who is but the sword in the hand of him who uses it, is not himself responsible for 
the death he deals.  And, accordingly, they who have waged war in obedience to 
the divine command, or in conformity with His laws, have represented in their 
persons the public justice or the wisdom of government, and in this capacity have 
put to death wicked men; such persons have by no means violated the 
commandment, “Thou shalt not kill.”
55
   
 
Augustine views a state being under divine authority, so an agent of the state, such as a 
soldier acting under the state’s authority, is not breaking one of the Ten Commandments 
(Ex 20:13; Dt 5:17).  This concept fits within the thought of Paul, Luther, and Calvin.  
These theologies provide a solid foundation for Christian participation in conflicts as a 
military member. 
Anglican thinking possesses this concept also.  Hooker maintained the 
government was under God’s dominion, and thus the state had authority to wield the 
sword in defense of the country.
56
  If the government is under the sovereign Lord, then 
logically the military is likewise under God’s control.  C.S. Lewis, a twentieth century 
Anglican writer who fought in World War I,
57
 stated,  
But I also think that, so taken, it harmonizes better with St. John Baptist’s words 
to the soldiers and with the fact that one of the few persons whom Our Lord 
praised without reservation was a Roman centurion.  It also allows me to suppose 
that the New Testament is consistent with itself.  St. Paul approves of the 
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Lewis ties neatly the bond between God and government with the accompanying thought 
that supporting the government might result in a Christian’s participation in violent 
conflicts.  This theology allows believers to serve in the military and war.   
 
Exceptions to God’s Authority on a Government  
Creation is sinful and there might be exceptions to the principle of the state as a 
subordinate under God.  Believers should be on guard to remain faithful in complicated 
situations.  This section will examine doctrinal exceptions and possible responses. 
The primary exception is when the culture goes awry, as Volf described it.  An 
example of a faithful response to a culture seriously awry is Dietrich Bonhoeffer in Nazi 
Germany.  Bonhoeffer was a Lutheran and ascribed to Luther’s “two-kingdom” model.  
Bonhoeffer noted the Church cannot praise nor censure the state, yet, the Church could 
ask if the state’s action were legitimate.  In spite of his theology of a government under 
God’s authority, Bonhoeffer dissented from Hitler’s regime and Bonhoeffer’s death was 
due to his participation in an attempt to assassinate Hitler.  Bonhoeffer remained a vibrant 
Christian to the end and never recanted his opposition to the Nazis.
59
  Bonhoeffer’s 
Lutheran theology allowed him to look beyond the Nazi regime and to hope for a better 
German society while espousing an aggressive resistance to Hitler and his followers.  
Bonhoeffer’s life provides an example for Christians in similar situations. 
The second exception concerns cultural assimilation by Christians.  A relationship 
that is too close blurs the lines between creator and created.  As noted before, Wright’s 
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ideas could lead to an assimilation of Church into the culture.  If secular society 
dominates the Church, then such assimilation may emasculate the Gospel into a 
comfortable pew with sermons on culturally relevant topics.  A path to avoid this 
assimilation is a middle theological path between assimilation and separatist.  A middle 
way means the chaplain stays in the culture while remaining a symbol of something 
greater.  This alternative avoids the perception of a chaplain as representing the 
government and an established church.  This middle alternative aims to transform the 
culture into a society filled with the Holy Spirit.  The objective to transform society is to 
rediscover the subordinate relationship of this world to God’s Kingdom and guide the 
culture into a deeper knowledge of his ways.  This objective fits into any two-realm 
theology. 
A third exception is the converse of assimilation.  In this situation, civil law 
enforces and subjugates the people to one theological position or faith with the Church 
becoming the dominate force in society as seen in the Middle Ages.
60
  Calvin’s Geneva 
and Puritan New England are examples of a government supporting and imposing 
Christianity.
61
  This exception seems very unlikely in the United States.  Modern 
America is theologically diverse and less inclined to follow long established spiritual 
practices than previous generations.
62
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Living under God’s Authority through a Government  
A military chaplain is under the government’s authority.  If believers subscribe to 
the two-realm theology with the government under divine authority, then military 
believers are bound to live out an understanding of God working through the state.  
Above all, a military chaplain has a calling to be a representative of God. 
Chaplains publically complaining about infringements of their personal rights 
may not be living out a theology congruent with the government as an agent of God.  A 
case in point occurred in 2015 when Wesley Modder, a Navy chaplain, was removed as 
chaplain by his command for espousing anti-homosexual and other views based on the 
Bible to individuals he counseled.  His Endorsing Agent and Modder claimed he acted 
from his religious beliefs and First Amendment rights.
63
  A deeper truth is all chaplains 
are under God’s authority delegated to the state.  This requires a level of obedience by 
military Christians, even if one disagrees with the policies.  Chaplains work in a secular, 
pluralistic government.  If a chaplain subscribes to a theological model wherein the 
government functions under God’s kingship, then God grants power to the state over the 
military and the military functions under God’s authority.  Chaplains may work against 
unfair laws and rules as private citizens, just like all other service members.  If the 
disagreement is severe enough, like the exceptions noted above, then the chaplain is 
probably best leaving the military altogether. 
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The military chaplain is a transformative agent of God regardless of the chaplain’s 
theological views on the connection between God and the state.  A two-realm theology, 
like those reviewed here, provides a means to escape the conundrum of dual allegiances 
for a military chaplain.  The objective is to become a reflection of Christ and live out the 
discipleship challenge of the Great Commission (Mt 28:16-20) under secular authority.  


































The “most vital” qualification for the chaplaincy was that he be a man–of a manly 
sort; of a kindly sympathetic spirit but not weak, of all things but not weak, for 
that would be a failure from the beginning; an intelligent man, but with an eye to 
read men as well as books, able to know a man when he saw him, whatever his 
clothes or his rank; a shrewd, discriminating, fair man; one to be trusted; having 
positive convictions but broad-minded, a man of faith with an enthusiasm for 
people in this world, laying more emphasis on life than doctrine; not lazy, but 
energetic and, withal, a man of adventurous spirit, buoyant, cheerful, careless of 
hardship, a true comrade ready to stand by and to serve to the uttermost.   
–Chaplain William R. Eastman, Faith in the Fight: Civil War Chaplains, 1864 
 
This chapter will detail the training module for new chaplains.  There are several 
goals for the module detailed below.  The chapter introduces the institutional ministry 
traits of military chaplaincy.  The next section dives into the complexities of this ministry 
as examined in the training module followed by a section with details on the additional 
resources portion of the training. 
 
Training Goals 
The training has several goals.  These goals provide the framework for the 
training module.  The main aim of the training is to assist new chaplains to appreciate the 




The initial goal is assisting the new chaplain to appreciate the complexities of 
chaplaincy compared to many civilian ministries.  A review of the military’s basic 
training for chaplains reveals a curriculum covering the institutional model of ministry 
adequately.  Thus, there seems little need to do further instruction on what the military 
schools do well already.  The second goal is to explore in some detail the reasons for the 
current nature of military chaplaincy.  The previous chapters give a sense of the divergent 
path of chaplaincy from other ministries, especially the court cases, military rules, and 
laws setting various legal requirements on chaplains.  All of these factors and 
requirements bound modern governmental chaplaincy.  
The training provides an overview of these forces.  It also offers the background 
on the present ministry environment of chaplains.  Clergy in uniform continue to find 
ways to honor God, live out their faith, follow their Endorsing Agent’s guidelines, and 
serve the country in spite of the military’s many rules and customs.  This faithfulness 
probably requires a God and government model, living out a theological understanding of 
a Christian’s role in conflict, and a willingness to be obedient to the state as well as the 
Church.  The training assumes the new chaplain’s church or group will have previously 
assisted the chaplain to think about a model of ministry derived from that church’s 
theology and praxis for institutional ministry.   
 
Institutional Ministry Traits in Chaplaincy 
Military chaplaincy shares distinctive elements with other institutional ministries 
such as hospital or law enforcement chaplaincies.  Many of these elements are well 




chaplain is familiar with these elements.  This section will examine these elements and 
their repercussions for chaplains.  These complexities and traits of this ministry are 
studied below. 
One of the chaplaincy’s elements is a work environment outside of the church 
walls.  The training uses Jesus’ sending out the Twelve as a reference (Lk 9:1-2) to 
provide scriptural support.  Jesus directed the Twelve to cure diseases, preach the 
kingdom of God, heal, and he granted power over demons.  This passage cites four tasks 
for accomplishment away from places of worship with only one of the tasks as preaching 
or evangelical in nature.  This Scripture serves as a reminder to new chaplains that there 
is more to ministry than evangelism and they “are not federally funded missionaries for 
their respective religions.”
1
  To illustrate the difference from a church, the training 
module notes the unique military culture with its many characteristics of Erving 
Goffman’s total institution.
2
  Goffman observed, “A total institution may be defined as a 
place of residence and work where a large number of like-situated individuals cut off 
from the wider society for an appreciable period of time together lead an enclosed 
formally administered round of life.”
3
  The military distinguishes itself from other social 
institutions by the considerable control exerted over the lives of the people involved.  A 
military chaplain must live and minister within this regimented, institutional ecosystem.  
The chaplain may need to find encouraging and helpful sources to live out the Christian 
faith in this setting. 
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Another element for chaplains is the institution’s secular authority that includes 
military and civilian leaders.  The section begins with Paul’s statement on being subject 
to governing authorities (Rom 13:1-2).  Military chaplains are government employees 
and are subject to military and government regulations.  Chaplains are clergy also, and 
subject to the requirements of their respective faith groups.  Jesus’ proclamation on not 
serving “two masters” is a warning given the duality of military chaplain existence (Lk 
16:13).  The parable does not offer a solution for the dilemma of chaplains’ schizophrenic 
authority; rather it reminds chaplains how to prioritize in a confusing situation. 
The implications of chaplains’ secular authority contain a few layers.  The first 
layer is spiritual, meaning the training module assumes the chaplain has few, if any, 
theological difficulties working for the government.  The project’s training does not 
espouse a particular theological view of the God and government relationship; rather it 
recommends some resources for extended research.  Niebuhr’s three archetypes may 
provide a starting point for those so inclined.  Likewise, Toulouse’s God in Public and 
Volf’s A Public Faith may assist in a deeper investigation.  Additionally, the chaplain’s 
church and accompanying theological resources may offer the best avenues of 
exploration and learning.   
The second layer is earthly and has potential for a great impact on chaplaincy.  
The government is not religious in character, and its agendas derive from factors such as 
social norms, political aims, and changing ethos.  The government’s rules may benefit a 
chaplain’s ministry or hinder it; however, the chaplain will have little influence over the 
direction and magnitude of the rules’ alterations.  The training module goes into some 




imposition and repeal of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” as an example of civilian agendas 
influencing the military in which the chaplains had little voice in the outcome.   
Another layer is the focus of ministry.  The distinct government environment 
means chaplains are required to serve all persons regardless of their beliefs or lack of 
beliefs, thus the Civil War chaplain’s quote in the epigraph grasps a functional element of 
military chaplaincy.  The purpose is not to subordinate doctrine to works, rather to 
emphasize the human focus of institutional ministry as a chaplain cares for all persons.  
This element of focus occurs in the training. 
A significant ministry element for military chaplains is ensuring the religious 
rights of all personnel in a very diverse context, including accommodating and supporting 
all others’ religious practices within a command’s circumstances
4
 while remaining 
faithful to the chaplain’s own spiritual traditions.  Chaplains’ basic training by the three 
military services covers this accommodation requirement.  A recent change in the 
Department of Defense instruction on religious accommodation states commands must 
accommodate religious requests and worship, unless there is a good reason not to.
5
  The 
training module provides a number of points to demonstrate this requirement.  An 
obvious point is the role change from Katcoff, as noted previously in this project paper.   
 
Complexities in Chaplains’ Ministry 
The above elements are simply one segment of the shaping forces, so the training 
reviews other complexities arising from the First Amendment’s religious clauses.  These 
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complexities are the subject of this section.  These complexities include a growing 
diversity in the religious population of the military, and a requirement to work with and 
for other chaplains, most often of different theological backgrounds.  Another complexity 
for examination is the legal status of chaplains and the dramatic changes due to past 
lawsuits.  An area assessed in this section is the chaplain’s involvement in various non-
religious military events.   
One such complexity is the pluralism of religious practice in the military requiring 
a chaplain to ensure the freedoms for a widening set of religious needs.  This project 
detailed the shift in American religious beliefs and the concurrent alteration in the 
military.  As mentioned above, today’s society is less monolithic, more diverse, and more 
secular.  An example of this secular shift is the removal of the oath, “So help me God,” 
from various Air Force Academy oaths.
6
  This alteration in the military population 
changes the environment of a chaplain.  The training highlights the effects of pluralism 
for chaplains.  A case in point was a World War II Army Lutheran chaplain, Israel Yost, 
assigned to a Japanese-American battalion from Hawaii.  The battalion’s personnel were 
mostly Buddhist and Shintoist adherents.  Chaplain Yost led Protestant worship, arranged 
to have a Roman Catholic chaplain say Mass, and created space and time for the others to 
worship in their own way since the Army of that day did not provide any resources for 
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  Chaplain Yost’s assistance with others’ religious practice is one 
aspect of chaplaincy in a pluralistic venue.   
A second complexity of pluralism in the module is coworkers; a chaplain must 
work side-by-side with chaplains of other faith groups.  A Defense Department Directive 
formally requires it, stating, “Religious Organizations that choose to participate in the 
Chaplaincies recognize this command imperative and express willingness for their 
Religious Ministry Professionals (RMPs) to perform their professional duties as chaplains 
in cooperation with RMPs from other religious traditions.”
8
  A Navy chaplain, John 
Knox, coined the motto “Cooperation without Compromise” in World War II to describe 
this arrangement.
9
  The training module quotes an Army Jewish chaplain, Lee Levinger, 
from World War I to highlight this aspect:  
To those of us who have had the privilege of serving with the United States Army 
abroad, religious unity, co-operation between denominations, is more than a far-
off ideal. . . . We have passed beyond the mutual tolerance of the older liberalism 
to the mutual helpfulness of the newer devoutness.  Our common ground is no 
longer the irreducible minimum of doctrine which we share; it is the practical 
maximum of service which we can render together . . . Not by mutual tolerance 
but by mutual helpfulness we were able to serve together the thousands of soldiers 
who needed us all.
10
   
 
The remarks of the chaplain implore fellow military chaplains to look beyond theological 
differences and focus on mutual service.  This idea provides a way forward for new 
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chaplains suddenly thrust into complex working conditions they may not have 
experienced before in their ministry. 
A third aspect of pluralism mentioned in training is authority.  A Christian 
chaplain may be working under the authority and direction of a rabbi or imam chaplain, 
or a Protestant under a Roman Catholic chaplain.  The Army requires chaplains to 
cooperate with each other without violating their faith traditions.
11
  The equivalent Navy 
regulations call on chaplains to “cooperate with other chaplains and Religious Ministry 
Professionals and work within the specialized environment of the military while not 
compromising the tenets of their own religious traditions.”
12
   
Another complexity is the legal status of chaplains due to past and present 
lawsuits concerning chaplains and their rights.  As one lawsuit against the Navy 
concerning Chaplain Corps practices stated, “The issue of what restrictions the Navy may 
place on the content of its chaplains’ speech is a fascinating one, standing at the 
intersection of four major jurisprudential roads—free speech, free exercise, 
establishment, and equal protection.”
13
  The military chaplain seemingly stands with one 
foot on each religious clause of the First Amendment.
14
  These clauses and their legal 
precedent are a serious influence in present day chaplain’s ministry, although this 
interplay of legal rights may not be exclusive to military chaplains’ ministry. 
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A study of the Establishment clause and relevant court cases reveals the impact of 
the First Amendment religious clauses on a military chaplain.  This project discussed 
Katcoff v. Marsh previously, and its effects on chaplaincy such as the ban on 
proselytizing.  Proselytizing violates the Establishment clause of “military members are 
misusing their official position to advance, favor, endorse, or coerce religion”
15
 according 
to Katcoff.  The training defines proselytizing as the unwanted introduction of one 
person’s religious beliefs to another in keeping with the modern interpretation of the 
Establishment clause to avoid religious coercion by the government.
16
     
An example of Katcoff’s influence in the training module is the story of a Navy 
chaplain, Gordon Klingenschmitt, separated from the Navy involuntarily in 2007.
17
  The 
precipitating event was a command memorial service where Klingenschmitt stated that 
all persons needed to convert to Christianity using John 3:16 as a proof text.
18
  The 
command perceived the sermon as a proselytization effort and responded by issuing 
orders limiting the chaplain’s participation in various events.  The chaplain claimed a 
violation of his rights in public, which did not sit well with the command.
19
  Commanders 
may prohibit chaplains from proselytizing, in fact, the “failure to prevent such activity 
likely violates the Establishment Clause.”
20
  The Navy separated Klingenschmitt for 
disobeying a legal order not to wear his uniform at nonmilitary public events.  
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A related case discussed in the training concerns governmental chaplaincy, Baz v. 
Walters,
22
 which upheld Katcoff’s limitation when a Veteran’s Affairs hospital 
terminated a chaplain for proselytizing patients.
23
  The training curriculum uses the 
distinction between sharing faith and forcing faith as discussed previously.
24
  The module 
urges chaplains to adhere to the standards of the military and the legal precedent by the 
chaplain requesting and receiving permission before introducing religious matters into a 
conversation.  Another suggestion in the training is to be a living example of the 
Christian faith, using Matthew 5:16 as an example.  The module uses an account from a 
nineteenth century military chaplain illustrating this suggestion. 
Another complexity discussed in the training is chaplain involvement in various 
military events.  The training divides military events between mandatory attendance and 
voluntary attendance.  There is a clear difference as to what is allowable between 
mandatory and voluntary attendance from the military’s perspective.  Official events with 
mandatory attendance include changes of command and similar events where service 
members do not have a choice in being present.  Voluntary attendance events include 
religious worship services.   
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Controversy surrounds chaplains’ prayers at official compulsory events due to the 
impression of imposed religion on all attending during a secular event.  The training 
offers guidelines and examples to assist the new chaplain.  Additionally, the training 
contains a brief section on the theology of prayer, as some Christian chaplains hold the 
Bible mandates of using Jesus’ name in all prayers (Jn 14:13), despite their endorsers’ 
and respective faith group’s silence on the issue.  A counterpoint to this argument is the 
pattern of prayer Jesus taught his followers, the Lord’s Prayer, which does not close “in 
Jesus name” (Mt 6:9-13).  The training also notes a recent federal law making chaplain 
participation voluntary, in other words, the chaplain may decline to participate in a 
ceremony or rite based on the chaplain’s religious beliefs without repercussion.
25
  The 
training continues with an open-ended discussion about the legality of such prayers, as 
there is no concrete legal precedent at this time.  Marsh’s legal defense of chaplains’ 
public prayers may not apply due to the different characteristics of the events with the 
most notable being compulsory attendance.   
There is more to be concerned about than just the law or rights.  A warning in the 
training about such chaplain prayers concerns custom and permission.  It is a custom in 
the military to have prayers at official ceremonies, and the hosting command grants 
permission to the chaplain for prayer.
26
  Thus, there is no guarantee of prayer at 
mandatory attendance events, and all these prayers require outside concurrence to occur.  
An actual account in the training demonstrates revoked permission to pray publically at 
the chaplain’s command.  Notably, there is no official requirement to use a chaplain at an 
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official ceremony.  Lay Leaders have prayed at changes of command as well as civilian 
clergy.  This emphasizes the point that a chaplain is not required at official ceremonies. 
Memorial services are a command event performed when needed, and service 
members’ attendance is strongly encouraged or mandated.  Many times chaplains will 
plan and lead these services.  Memorial services are not religious services in the military 
although the services frequently appear similar to Christian funerals.  The training goes 
into some detail on the difference between memorial services, funerals, and burials.  
Klingenschmitt’s story at a command memorial service reveals this distinction and the 
negative results if the chaplain does not abide by the rules.  Chaplain participation is not 
required at military funerals or burials.
27
 
A completely different set of standards applies for chaplains in voluntary 
attendance events, such as worship services.  The training points out the legal and 
military rules in place to permit chaplains the freedom to speak in alignment with the 
chaplains’ faith group and use sectarian language as discussed above.  The training 
module notes the freedom is not absolute since even in a worship service a chaplain’s 
words are subject to military discipline.  The training states chaplains’ participation is 
voluntary and they have the freedom to participate or not.  Other voluntary events occur 
less frequently although they may be significant, such as weddings.  The final section in 
the training on voluntary attendance events includes retreats, concerts, and classes.  The 
same rules and restrictions apply in all of these voluntary events.   
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Retirement ceremonies are an anomaly containing characteristics of voluntary and 
mandatory events.  Retirements are voluntary attendance and frequently supported by the 
retiring member’s command.  Retirement ceremonies may feature traditional military 
touches, such as an award ceremony or the Navy custom of piping the retiree ashore for 
the last time.  Retirements may have a wide diversity of beliefs present with no advance 
advertising to act as a warning for attendees.  Thus, I have seen a Jewish rabbi 
pronouncing a Hebrew benediction, a Roman Catholic priest offering a blessing, or even 
a renewal of wedding vows by the couple’s Baptist minister at a retirement.  Retirement 
ceremonies vary immensely according to the desires of the retiree, and the elements and 
prayers may reflect the retiree’s personality.  Since advertising is not present at retirement 
ceremonies, the training module invites chaplains to be aware of attendees’ diversity in 
their prayers, and to work with the retiree when constructing the prayers, if possible. 
Another complexity for chaplains is the counseling environment.  Chaplains must 
deal with a wide assortment of beliefs in counseling others, and chaplains must take care 
to avoid proselytizing while counseling.  The training uses Chaplain Modder’s story to 
illustrate pluralism and to address the potential for coercion during sessions.  The module 
lays out the confidentiality requirement as well, and gives a short history on the 
development of this unique regulation. 
 
An Additional Resources Section 
There are two main sections in the training on institutional ministry and First 




for additional study.  This section will detail the contents of the part of the training 
module. 
There are ten subsections covering God and government relationship, 
governments awry, separation of church and state, religious accommodation, religion in 
society, legal status of chaplains, religious free speech in the military, ceremonial prayers 
by chaplains, history of chaplaincy, and Just War theory.  The purpose of this section is 
to grant the new chaplain some additional resources in each of these topics.   
The only topic appearing solely in the Additional Resources sections is Just War.  
The subsection on God-government relationship in the main text of the module mentions 
a need for representing a God of peace while a person serves in the military, yet the main 
text offers no theological construct to affirm this choice.  The Just War theory provides 
the theological formularies to assist in this labor.  The dichotomy of Christian clergy 
representing a God of peace while serving in an institution designed to fight wars, kill 
people, and destroy things is at least a two millennia-old theological debate.  This 
dichotomy creates a healthy tension in most, if not all, military chaplains, requiring 
prayer and theological reflection to find a balancing point, and this point may be unique 
to each chaplain.   
The final section of the module is a table of significant court decisions.  The table 
lists nearly thirty decisions concerning religious practice in the United States and thereby 
shaping military chaplaincy.  This project’s appendix contains a representation of the 
final section.  This section assists the new chaplain to see the impact of the legal system, 
















PILOT PROGRAM AND FUTURE APPLICATION 
 
 
Battles are won by military power, but wars are won by spiritual power. 
–Chaplain (Major General) William Arnold 
Serving God and Country: US Military Chaplains in WW II, 1944 
 
 There are important future decisions now that the module is complete.  These 
decisions include some means for refining the material, a manner of implementation, and 
a method to determine the timing to offer the training to others.  The means to finalize 
these decisions is by a pilot program.  This chapter details the current pilot program and 
future plans moving forward. 
 
Pilot Program 
A pilot program commenced in May 2015 with a draft of the training.  The pilot 
program is a trial period to ensure the content is correct, meets the needs of the target 
audience, and presented in an easy to use format.  The pilot program will run exclusively 
from my private office, so there is no need for additional support at this time.   
 The timeline of the pilot program is six months to one year.  The hope is to have 
the training in a finished form and available no later than mid-2016.  The pilot period 




draft based on the reviewer’s feedback, and redistributing to more reviewers for further 
improvement.  This incremental approach seems necessary due to a wide number of 
variables between the three military services with chaplains, the diverse range of 
individuals involved, and the varied needs of the chaplains’ Endorsing Agents.  An 
analysis of the module will occur at the end of the pilot program with final decisions on 
any unresolved issues before the transition to deployment of the training curriculum. 
 
Assessment for Improvement 
The pilot program distributes the training module for the purposes of education, 
review, feedback, and improvement.  This program provides a period to adjust content as 
necessary for an array of faith groups and people.  The pilot program provides space to 
adjust formatting, presentation style, and other factors as well.   
Certain individuals will receive the module during the pilot program period.  
Individuals include chaplains new to the Navy and assigned to my command.  Others 
include current senior military chaplains and selected Endorsing Agents.  The pilot 
program requests those who receive the training to provide comments.  Their feedback 
provides valuable advice from the three military services and multiple Christian faith 
groups.  Reviewers assist in honing the content allowing the training to meet the needs of 
new and future chaplains better.  Many Endorsing Agents served as military chaplains, 
thus they are intimately familiar with the ministry and life, and they offer potentially 
excellent insights during the pilot.  Thus, Endorsing Agents provide thoughtful insights 




Pilot program reviewers will respond via an assessment in the form of a 
questionnaire that queries their thoughts on the module.  The questionnaire asks about 
format, delivery, what content was most helpful, least helpful, topic progression, topical 
gaps, and an open comments block.  Reader’s assessments are ongoing during the pilot 
program.  A careful evaluation of all the assessments occurs at the end of the program.  
This final evaluation will tabulate all the results, and analyze the data for trends.  The 
interpretation of results will lead to implementation of final improvements and 
enhancements in the training as the pilot program ends.   
 
Delivery of Material During the Pilot 
The delivery method during the pilot program is personal, namely I deliver the 
training draft to individuals and reviewers.  The means of distribution is a printed copy or 
a document file via an e-mail.  Positive attributes of this distribution system include 
inexpensive delivery and return, ease of version control, fewer required resources, 
personal contact with all readers, a return of completed assessments, and the ability to 
receive other thoughts and comments.  The negatives for this system include a limited 
distribution capability, low accessibility for others, and general lack of awareness of the 
training module’s existence in the target audience.  The delivery method may change 
during the pilot program; however, there are no plans to do so at present. 
 
Format of the Training Module 
The module’s format during the pilot is in a Microsoft Word document file with 
chapters, single-spaced lines, substantial footnotes, and a bibliography of sources cited.  




This pilot’s format may not be optimal for learning based on the current format as single-
spaced writing creates a dense read of about twenty-five pages.  The pilot may be read in 
one day, although the additional resources section and suggested further reading may add 
significantly to the study time.  Likewise, footnotes may allow the reader to view cited 
sources immediately compared to endnotes, yet footnotes may also distract from 
readability.   
Format and presentation style are key elements open to modification depending 
on the comments of reviewers during the pilot.  Alternate means of presentation might 
include web-based videos.  This method is less dense and more fitting in today’s internet 
age.  A video presentation, such as a YouTube video, would require some additional 
study materials for the sources cited and the resources offered in addition to the video.  
Regardless of the format, a method to create an ongoing discussion about the training and 
the real-world examples used would be very helpful.  The means and manner of the 
discussion is to be determined at the conclusion of the pilot. 
The format will shift to a more permanent system upon completion of the pilot.  
The existing plan is to have the training available on a website.  The positive attributes of 
a website include accessibility for all new chaplains with internet access and availability 
virtually all of the time.  Websites allow updating of material and format alterations with 
relative ease.  Other positive characteristics are the lack of cost to the end user, and the 
ability to use hyperlinks to supporting internet material.   
A web-based training produces a few concerns.  One matter is the cost to the host 
including purchase of a website domain with attendant server space, and any ongoing 




an Endorsing Agent’s, church’s, or individual’s website; however, there may still be 
concerns and costs involved.  An example of concern is posting the training on a church’s 
website, creating a possibility of others perceiving the material as representing a 
particular theology or denomination.  No-cost video websites might be an option; 
however, there might be production costs.  At this time, there is no plan to charge for the 
training, so I would pay for any costs.  There is no plan to copyright the material thereby 
allowing it to be freely available without concern for intellectual property issues.   
A related topic is a stable web address over an extended period.  This stability 
allows for successive groups and individuals to access the material.  Another issue is any 
software required to maintain a website.  I do not own this type of software or know of 
anyone to provide it, so the costs become personal ones.  A further consideration is 
maintenance of the website.  Web pages tend to age quickly, especially links to other 
websites, requiring someone to check the links on a regular basis and repair as necessary.   
If the adverse traits of posting the material on a website become excessive in 
comparison to the positive advantages, then research will commence on alternate forms 
of distribution.  Alternate means include direct e-mail to identified individuals, 
distribution to Endorsing Agents who in turn disseminate to their new chaplains, or some 
other unidentified system.  There is no decision on an alternate means at this time. 
 
Scheduling of this Training for New Chaplains 
 A serious question is the module’s timing of delivery to new chaplains.  New 
chaplains have a learning curve in the early years of service as they adapt to a novel 




overwhelmed with the sheer volume of learning and are unable to absorb significant 
information in an expeditious fashion.  This consideration is a factor in scheduling the 
First Amendment training.  The pilot program will research where the training fits best 
during a chaplain’s time in the military.   
New chaplains are frequently busy, and receive training from a variety of sources 
and people.  All military chaplains must complete basic officer indoctrination and 
chaplaincy instruction for entrance into their respective military services.  Each service 
trains their new chaplains differently.  For instance, the Army proscribes twelve weeks of 
instruction over three phases all located at their Chaplains Center and School in Fort 
Jackson, South Carolina.
1
  The Navy trains new chaplains for five weeks in basic officer 
instruction at Newport, Rhode Island, and seven more weeks of chaplain specific 
indoctrination at Fort Jackson.
2
  The Air Force uses a similar model to the Navy with five 
weeks of commissioned officer instruction at Montgomery, Alabama,
3
 and finishing with 
six weeks of chaplain education in Fort Jackson.
4
  Active duty chaplains proceed to their 
initial duty station after completing the basic instruction course.  Additionally, some faith 
groups may offer supplementary guidance and instruction to their new military chaplains.   
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A significant factor in deciding when the training module fits best for a new 
chaplain derives from the chaplain’s ministerial experience.  The Department of Defense 
mandates a standard of at least two years of “religious leadership experience” for active 
duty military chaplain applicants in order for prospective chaplains to form adequately 
their pastoral identity.  This leadership experience is to be compatible with the work of 
clergy in their respective faith groups and relevant to chaplains’ work.
5
  The experience 
requirement is not required and waivable for Reserve or Guard chaplain applicants.
6
  The 
expectation for congregational pastoral experience seems to have become a requirement 
after World War II,
7
 and permits the military to focus on orienting newly accessed 
chaplains to their respective service and then assisting them as they adapt their basic 
ministry skills and experience to the military environment.  Ministerial experience is not 
in itself an indicator of future success as a military chaplain.  A good example of a young 
man who did very well as a military chaplain was Rear Admiral Richard Hutcheson, who 
became a Navy chaplain at twenty-three years of age during World War II, and possessed 
no civilian ordained practice.
8
  
New military chaplains do not possess equal amounts of civilian ministerial 
experience in modern America.  A certain number of persons feel called to ordained 
ministry solely as a military chaplain.  I discovered this trend while recruiting chaplains 
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 I saw several cases with waivers of experience for Reserve chaplain applicants while recruiting. 
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for three years, so I discussed this matter with my fellow Navy chaplain recruiters who 
found a similar trend in their respective geographical areas.  These applicants desired to 
be chaplains; yet, their employment was in the secular world with little inclination to do 
civilian “pulpit” ministry.  Certain seminaries and religious graduate schools recognized 
this trend and developed nontraditional graduate curriculum to educate the students 
according to their perceived callings.   
Clearly, the military’s expectation of civilian experience is no longer valid in all 
cases.  Inexperienced and unseasoned chaplains will make some rookie pastoral mistakes 
as well as typical junior officer missteps, except all their ministerial mistakes will occur 
while in the military.
9
  This steepens the learning curve for newer chaplains as well.  A 
recent instance of this trend was a junior chaplain with my command who served as an 
enlisted submariner in the Navy for ten years before his commissioning as a chaplain.  
His very limited ministerial experience occurred while working fulltime in the Navy, and 
alongside his efforts to earn his bachelor’s and master’s degrees.  This young man 
possesses the abilities to develop into a fine chaplain.  He has more to learn than other 
chaplains who enjoy civilian pastor experience, and he struggles to learn the role of 
pastor on top of becoming an officer, while making some mistakes a more experienced 
pastor would not. 
Some new chaplains’ absence of familiarity with pastoral functions presents a 
dilemma for military services, most especially in early training.  The services’ current 
official training pipeline assumes basic ministerial competence gained in the civilian 
sector.  These include the basic ministerial functions of officiating weddings, funerals, 
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baptisms, routine worship services, pastoral counseling skills, and administrating a local 
church.  Thus, the pipeline for new chaplains, as well as other chaplain instructional 
sources, may need to accommodate less experienced chaplains entering the military.  The 
difficulty is finding the correct means of instruction, location, and timing.  Beyond the 
sources outlined above, other sources of learning for new chaplains are job experience, 
supervisory chaplains, other more seasoned chaplains, fellow officers, and senior enlisted 
persons.  I saw efforts inside my local religious team to supplement the basic military 
chaplain education with additional material for new unskilled chaplains.  The Pacific 
Command ministry team developed and distributed documents to supervisory chaplains 
for the purposes of coaching newer chaplain to increase their capabilities.  Likewise, the 
Army assumes not all new chaplains have counseling experience now and includes a 
course of instruction on fundamental counseling skills during chaplain basic training.  
This project’s First Amendment training module is a complementary resource to fit in 
with all of the above education.   
The most opportune time for this First Amendment training is unclear at this time 
and the pilot program grants the opportunity to research this issue more fully.  If the 
person receives the training before going to basic training, then there is likely less overall 
comprehension due to a limited context for the person to understand the concepts.  Basic 
training is a poor time for this training due to a large number of activities in a relatively 
short timeframe.  There is more time after basic indoctrination, so this might be a logical 
moment; however, there are many worthy events and activities demanding the chaplain’s 
attention such as moving to a new duty station and fitting into a new command.  If the 




to create a better opportunity for instruction.  Newer chaplains may form unhelpful habits 
that might be difficult to unlearn, or make mistakes, and these are avoidable with the 
knowledge found.  The best times in a chaplain’s life seem to be before the basic 
chaplains’ school or a couple of years after the basic pipeline based on this analysis.  This 
project’s pilot will emphasize the period before basic school as the optimal time.  Of 
course, chaplains may utilize the training module at any stage of their ministry.  The pilot 
program feedback and guidance from Endorsing Agents and military chaplains will be 
useful in determining a more conducive time for the training. 
 
Final State of the Training Module 
The pilot program is an important component in the process of improving the 
training.  The First Amendment training module is written and the pilot program begun.  
The pilot will run for several months to a year, and provide excellent feedback to develop 
the training fully; however, the module’s final form exiting the pilot program is not the 
end of improvements.  The long-range plan is to continue improvements, updates, and 




SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
 
 
He preaches to the men on Sundays, and during the week has extra meetings, but 
he has to live with his men all the time, and he is constantly watched, to see 
whether he is a man after the calling of the Lord Jesus Christ, and, if there is the 
least inconsistency exhibited by that man in their presence, his influence with 
them is gone forever.  In fact, I think a Chaplain’s life is the hardest one a 
Christian man can live.   
–Chaplain Harry W. Jones,  
A Chaplain’s Experience Ashore and Afloat; The ‘Texas’ Under Fire, 1901 
 
The Founding Fathers blessed the United States with religious freedom via two 
clauses in the First Amendment of the Bill of Rights.  The first clause proscribed the 
government from establishing one church or faith, and the second clause enshrined a right 
of religious exercise.  The original intention of the first clause appears to intend a 
hindering of the national government from creating an established church.  The second 
religious clause created a freedom to practice or not practice religious beliefs.  The 
government granted a historically revolutionary idea of individual religious freedom tied 
to prohibition on a national church.  This arrangement resulted in an unprecedented 
freedom for citizens with regard to practice of religious beliefs. 
The courts began their interpretation of First Amendment clauses with cases 
clarifying a better legal applicability in society.  The court system redefined the non-
establishment clause over the years to include all levels of government in the United 
States, and strictly limiting the involvement of government in supporting religion, faith 
based institutions, and religious work.  The almost complete ban of public displays of 
religious symbols on government property nowadays is an example.  The courts’ 
interpretations of the two clauses curtailed the free exercise clause as a freedom with 




judgments on the two religious clauses create an overlap of precedence producing a 
conflict between the clauses’ legal applications.  This clash eventually forced the courts 
to make accommodations in one clause to grant the other clause’s newly defined actions.   
The two clauses’ judicial precedent threatens government chaplaincy using the 
current legal reasoning of the non-establishment clause.  Political and legal challenges to 
chaplaincy began in the early-1800s, and have continued to this day.  The courts declared 
military chaplaincy constitutional with the decision of Katcoff v. Marsh in 1985 by 
making an accommodation for Army chaplains in the establishment clause.  The key 
factors for this accommodation were the historical precedent and the religious rights of 
service members.  The historical precedent came from both the Continental Congress and 
the early United States government as they hired clergy to minister to the military and 
other government bodies such as the legislature.  These same founders wrote the 
Constitution and later the Bill of Rights containing the First Amendment clauses.  The 
combination of these actions signified America’s earliest leaders did not see a 
contradiction between government chaplaincy and the First Amendment clause.   
The religious clauses’ legal interpretation changed the functions and ministry of 
chaplains.  An example is the Katcoff decision that shaped the functionality of military 
chaplains.  One obvious change was the shift from worship leader in pre-World War II 
days to a modern day officer ensuring the First Amendment religious freedoms of others.  
Another modification is the ban on proselytizing by chaplains.  Both of these are 
watershed changes for chaplains.  Other impacts on chaplains include the social 




practice in the military.  All of these changes mean the focus of ministry is supporting 
others’ freedom of religious practice not the chaplain’s. 
Additionally, there is a question about a chaplain’s institutional loyalties.  A 
Christian chaplain primarily serves God and the Church, and secondarily the government 
in the military service.  Both organizations demand fealty, possibly to the death.  This 
duality of allegiance becomes most apparent when these two institutions differ in a major 
guiding principle or procedure.  An example is the Department of Defense’s acceptance 
of homosexual lifestyle and marriage while some chaplains and their endorsing faith 
groups adhere to an orthodox scriptural view of homosexuality as a sin.  Any dichotomy 
in principle represents potential challenges for Christian chaplains as the government 
may require support for policies the chaplains disagree with.  All chaplains must treat a 
homosexual service member the same as a heterosexual regardless of personal theology, 
and provide a similar level of care and counseling in the current military environment.  
Federal laws afford chaplains the ability to choose not to participate in certain events for 
religious reasons; however, the chaplain is to seek another chaplain who is able to 
participant.  This freedom offers reassurance to chaplains that the military will not force 
chaplains to perform actions contrary to chaplains’ beliefs.  Yet this reassurance does not 
resolve the loyalty issue completely or permanently. 
A theology of the relationship between God and the government might prove 
significant and useful for a chaplain’s ministry under the circumstances of an unresolved 
duality.  The Bible does not contain a fully coherent model of a God and government 
relationship; still the Scriptures contain an underlying theology of God as king of all 




although there are some significant differences.  Some theologies of this relationship are 
better suited to a complex ministry with possible conflicting institutional allegiances, 
even though each military chaplain must work this out.   
All services train military chaplains when they enter the military.  The individual 
services train to their own unique customs, standards, and requirements.  There are 
supplementary sources of learning for new chaplains also.  These sources may be annual 
required instruction, unit-based lessons, supervisory chaplain mentoring, Endorsing 
Agent education, and other resources.  In addition, the new chaplain may possess 
significant experience from civilian ministry.  All new chaplains are not equally 
experienced or receive the same level of coaching once in the military.  This creates a 
conundrum in training chaplains, as some are more experienced pastors than others are.  
The existing chaplain-training pipeline assumes a level of professional expertise in newly 
accessed chaplains, which may not always be true.    
The distinctive characteristics of military chaplaincy combined with the focus of 
the official military training mean new chaplains may not understand or appreciate the 
reasons behind modern chaplaincy’s ministry shape.  Some of these characteristics are 
not common in congregational ministry meaning even highly experienced clergy may not 
be familiar with them.  This project developed a training module to instruct chaplains on 
the impact of First Amendment on military chaplaincy and provide background for the 
impact to aid understanding by chaplains.  The target audience is newer military 
chaplains as they possess the least knowledge and experience in this ministry, and they 
are the group most likely to make errors based on incomplete understanding or 




chaplaincy and providing detailed rationale and history for the characteristics.  The 
training aims to instruct and help new chaplains learn and avoid mistakes due to 
misunderstanding of the current environment chaplains function in.  The training is 
supplemental to all of the other instruction chaplains receive. 
A pilot program commenced with a draft of the training module.  The pilot 
program’s aim is to improve the content and presentation format of the training.  The 
pilot uses an assessment questionnaire as a feedback mechanism from reviewers for 
improvement.  Further items to be determined during the pilot include identifying the best 
timing for new chaplains to receive this training, how to distribute it, availability, 
presenting it to interested Endorsing Agents, and other factors.  The pilot commenced in 
early 2015 and will continue for six to twelve months, after which the pilot will finish 
and the training will be available to all. 
 The method of delivery and presentation are yet to be determined.  The most 
likely method will be via a web page.  There are multiple advantages to training via the 
internet, and some issues to be resolved as well.  One issue is web page coding and a web 
server to host it on the internet.  Both of these factors typically cost money, as do some 
other possible factors.  There is no budget as this training is a personal project.  The lack 
of a budget and outside support limits the project’s options at this time.  The aim is to 
have a training module available for chaplains’ Endorsing Agents when they need it and a 







Court Cases Relating to Chaplains 
 
 The following table lists a selection of court cases about military chaplaincy, or 
cases refining the legal understanding of the First Amendment’s religious clauses.  The 
table includes all cases mentioned above and other lawsuits as well.  The table lists the 
cases chronologically over the next several pages. 
Table A.1.  Court Cases Related to Military Chaplains 
Case Year  Highest Court Significance 
People v. 
Phillips 
1813 N.Y. Court of 
General Sessions 
Declared Roman Catholic confessions 
confidential and set a legal precedent for 
privileged communications with clergy. 
Reynolds v. 
U.S. 
1879 U.S. Supreme 
Court 
Declared bigamy as unprotected by the Free 
Exercise clause and set a legal precedent 
whereby religious practice is not protected 
from criminal prosecution. 
Elliot v. 
White 
1928 D.C. Circuit 
Court 
Dismissed case to remove chaplains’ salaries 





1947 U.S. Supreme 
Court 
Declared the 14th Amendment extended to 
the Free Exercise clause and thereby applied 
to states’ governments.  Any level of 
government may not favor one religion over 
others, and may not levy taxes in support of 
religious activity or religious institutions. 
Zorach v. 
Clauson 
1952 U.S. Supreme 
Court 
Declared an accommodation to the 
Establishment clause creating a legal 
precedent to protect some religious activities 
which otherwise violate the First 





1955 District Court, 
DC 
Dismissed case to hinder chaplains’ salaries 
being paid from federal funds similar to 
Elliot.  Both used the Establishment clause as 
justification for legal action. 
Engel v. 
Vitale 
1962 U.S. Supreme  
Court 
Cited military chaplaincy as violation of the 






Case Year  Highest Court Significance 
U.S. v. 
Seeger 
1965 U.S. Supreme 
Court 
Upheld a conscientious objection to military 
service based on deeply held nonreligious 
beliefs, and set a legal precedent expanding 
the Free Exercise clause to include an 
individual’s deeply held nonreligious beliefs 
as well.   
Lemon v. 
Kurtzman 
1971 U.S. Supreme 
Court 
Created a three-part test for violations of the 
Establishment clause.  This three-part test 
was not used in Katcoff. 
Anderson v. 
Laird 
1972 D.C. Circuit 
Court 
Declared mandatory chapel attendance at 
military academies violated the First 
Amendment religious clauses.  Chapel 
attendance became voluntary and this 




1974 U.S. Supreme 
Court 
Upheld the Armed Forces’ regulations over 
individual service members’ rights.  The 
UCMJ and other service regulations may 




1980 U.S. Supreme 
Court 
Affirmed the legal precedent of military 









1981 U.S. Supreme 
Court 
Decision upheld the state’s refusal to pay 
unemployment benefits to a person who 
claimed the work violated his First 
Amendment freedom.  The case referred to 
the “tension” between the two religious 
clauses of the First Amendment, thereby 
making official the overlap between the 
clauses requiring judicial adjudication. 
Marsh v. 
Chambers 
1983 U.S. Supreme 
Court 
Declared state legislative chaplains did not 
violate the Establishment clause creating a 
legal precedent for government chaplaincies. 
Katcoff v. 
Marsh 
1985 2nd Circuit, 
Court of Appeals 
Declared Army chaplaincy did not violate the 
Establishment clause and creating another 
legal precedent for government chaplaincies.  
The court directed that chaplains may not 
proselytize, and chaplains must assist other 
service members with religious requests and 
defend their religious rights. 





Case Year  Highest Court Significance 
US v Moreno 1985 A.C.M.R. Overturned a murder’s conviction since a 
military chaplain provided a statement to 
authorities without the convicted person’s 
consent.  This case created a legal precedent 
for military chaplain confidentiality.  The 
case fashioned a three-part test to decide if 
communications are protected. 
Baz v. 
Walters 
1986 7th Circuit, 
Court of Appeals 
Upheld Katcoff’s proselytizing ban on a 
Veterans Affairs chaplain, implying 




1986 D.C. Circuit 
Court 
Declared an Active duty Jew may wear his 
yarmulke while in uniform, and creating a 
legal precedent of an accommodation to the 
military’s uniform regulations for religious 
reasons.  This precedent meant other military 




1992 U.S. Supreme 
Court 
Declared state-sponsored prayers in public 
school settings illegal regardless of the 
content of the prayer.  The courts have not 
applied this decision to military chaplains’ 
prayers at nonreligious and ceremonial 
events to date. 
Rigdon v. 
Perry 
1997 D.C. Circuit 
Court 
Declared military chaplains’ speech mostly 
protected by Free Exercise and Free Speech 
clauses when preaching in a worship service.  
Rigdon noted some preaching content is 
unprotected, such as political campaigning 
for individuals or other certain violations of 






1997 U.S. Supreme 
Court 
Overturned Aguilar v. Felton
2
 and allowed 
public school teachers to teach in parochial 
schools as well as a state-funded activity.  
The decision allowed public funds to support 
secular, neutral teaching in a religious 
environment as long as there is no “excessive 
entanglement.” 
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Case Year  Highest Court Significance 
U.S. v. Isham 1998 N.M.Ct. Crim. 
App. 
Accused Marine set free after a chaplain 
refused to keep confidentiality and testified 
in court against the accused.  This decision 
affirmed a chaplain shall not set boundaries 





2000 U.S. Supreme 
Court 
Confirmed the Lee v. Weisman legal 
precedent barring prayers at public school 
events, including prayers by students.  This 
precedent might influence prayers at non-
religious military events. 
Adair v. 
England 
2002 D.C. Circuit 
Court 
Dismissed case alleging discrimination in 
Navy chaplain accession, promotion and 
retention practices using faith group 
percentages as quotas.  The case’s discovery 
phase included evidence supporting the 
allegations.  The Navy changed procedures 
and does not use quotas.   
The courts combined Adair with other 
similar cases in Chaplaincy of Full Gospel 
Churches v. England,
3
 which was dismissed.   
A similar case alleging quota usage in the 
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Case Year  Highest Court Significance 
U.S. v 
Benner 
2002 C.A.A.F. Conviction of child molestation overturned 
since chaplain confidentiality was broken.  
The chaplain believed he was a mandatory 
reporter according to court testimony.   
The Benner decision allows chaplain to 
ignore confidentiality if the chaplain declares 
upfront the conversation is with an officer, 
not a chaplain.  Army and Navy instructions 
on confidentiality include this loophole for 
supervisory chaplains talking with 
subordinate personnel.
4
  Other recent cases 
about chaplain confidentiality include U.S. v. 





2005 U.S. Supreme 
Court 
Declared the government must accommodate 
prisoners’ religious beliefs under the First 
Amendment, and Religious Land Use and 
Institutionalized Persons Act (RLUIPA). 
This decision affirmed the legal precedent of 
accommodations to the Establishment clause 




2006 U.S. Supreme 
Court 
Placed limits on the Free Speech rights of 
government employees.  This may apply to 
chaplains’ speech, as chaplains are 
government employees. 
U.S. v Wilcox 2008 C.A.A.F. Declared the limitations imposed on a service 
member’s Free Speech rights by the military 
legal.  This case affirmed the precedent set in 
Parker v. Levy and subsequent cases 







2008 7th Circuit, 
Court of Appeals 
Dismissed case to defund Veterans Affairs 
chaplaincy.  This case was similar to 
previous cases attempting to defund military 
chaplains, and reveals continued efforts to 
remove government-paid chaplains. 
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